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Chapter – I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Sports by their very name are enjoyable challenging all absorbing and 

require a certain amount of skill and physical condition. They are as  old 

as human Society and they have achieved a Universal following in a 

modern times, how it enjoys a popularity which out strips any other form 

of social activity. They have become an integral part of the educational 

process and millions of fans follow different sports. Many participate in 

sports activities for fun or for health, fitness and well being. Sports have 

become a main movement and a social phenomenon of great magnitude. 

 Sports and physical activity has been considered an integral part of 

human life since its inception. It is universally accepted that sports and 

games fulfill the requirements of human activities. A revolutionary 

achievement of electronic media has made it all the more important not 

only in the lives of participants but also among the millions of spectators, 

viewers and listeners. 

Sports are now popularly conceived as both socially and personally 

beneficial activity. 

The present age is an age of automation sophistication and 

technological wonders beyond man’s wildest dream a few years ago.  The 

progress mankind has achieved through the last quarter of a century 

excels that of all the past centuries. Present day has seen many things 

which were not even dreamt of fifty years ago, for instance supersonic 

flight, space travel, computer, electronic equipments, television, video 

etc. are all recent invention unparalleled in human history. This 

improvement has only been due to the contribution of science and 

technology. 

Science and technology also plays an important role in the field of 

education where most of the research studies are possible only with the 

help of sophisticated equipments. Now a day we cannot think of 

education without science and technology. Technology has given us all 

the openings in the field of education. For developing new trends and 

theories science plays an important role.  In a nutshell we can say that 
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education without science and technology in the 21
st
 century is 

unthinkable and will not be able to make a true impact on man’s life.   

Physical education and sports, being an integral part of education, 

have also experienced the impact of scientific advancements. Sportsmen 

today are able to give outstanding performances because of involvement 

of new scientifically substantiated training methods and means of 

execution of sports gear and equipments, as well as other components and 

conditions of the system of sports training. 

Improved performance is the result of meticulous application of 

sports sciences. The sports sciences in turn have taken their substance and 

methodology from various basic sciences. For many years, research in 

sports was being undertaken within these basic sciences. But with the 

advancement of knowledge today, the new specialization and micro-

specializations have taken a respectable position. As a matter of fact, 

research in this field now-a-days embraces knowledge from various 

disciplines of human sciences. The human biologist is interested in 

studying morphology and motor learning in sports: the physiologist, the 

functioning of various parts of human body: the kinesiology: the 

movement and skill: the medical doctor: the traumatology and 

rehabilitation: the nutritionist: the food intake the psychologist: the 

personality traits and the sociologist, the social and welfare dimensions of 

sports participation in India too, in the recent years, some research work 

has been going on in the basic disciplines pertaining to sports. Research 

has lead to the enhanced performance in games and sports. It is a fact that 

performance comparable to international standing no longer occurs at 

random or as result of change alone. 

In modern times, the spirit of extreme competition has changed the 

entire scenario in sports. The craze for winning medals in the Olympics 

and in other international competitions has catalyzed the sport scientists 

to take interest in exploring all the aspects and possibilities which can 

contribute to enhance sports performance to undreamt heights. 

 Direct assistance from various sports sciences such as sports 

physiology, sports medicine, sports biomechanics and sports psychology, 

have raised the sports performers to a great height. The sport scientists 

have now started looking beyond these horizons.  

The idea that athletes must perform under similar conditions of 

training and competition are getting entrenched firmly because physical 

efforts are important during training and psyche state is important during 

competition. 

 Biomechanics is an applied form of mechanics and consequently 

the method used to investigate, it must be derived from those of 
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mechanics. However, bio mechanics have not developed in the wake of 

mechanics but as bordering science in other scientific discipline such as 

anatomy, physiology and technique of sports. 

 

 The role that biomechanics can play is becoming more widely 

understood in the sports community and the demand for service 

increasing, researcher in sports bio-mechanics will have to consider 

carefully how much time  they can devote to the provision of scientific 

service without impairing their performance. To avoid the problem 

inherent in this situation it may be necessary to develop programme of 

study for training of technician in sports bio mechanics, technician who 

can provide the kind of service sought by sporting kind. 

The role of biomechanics in attaining high performance cannot be 

overlooked, since it is the only science which helps in identifying the 

faults of performing technique very precisely. There are basically two 

methods by which skill can be analyzed. They are qualitative and 

quantitative. High speed module film for exactness has been used 

extensively to examine in great details of the movements which occur too 

fast for the human eye to detect. In many of elite sport training and 

research institution around the world, force applied during high caliber 

sporting event, while the analysis test have done much to improve 

understanding of movement and the performance of elite athletes, the 

analysis  task faced by the coach are predominantly qualitative in nature. 

 People who are working in this field should have a basic 

knowledge about how a body moves, what are the major groups of 

muscles, joints and in what proportion and degree they are to be used to 

get an optimum output. This approximately can provide an understanding 

of the nature of any skill, their economic way of execution and their 

dependent factors, which in turn can build into a larger scheme of 

economic movement. 

 One of the major problems in this field is the measurement of what 

one might call good body mechanics, objectively, without undue 

dependence upon inconsistent subjective judgments. The body is enable 

to stand because first of all mechanical laws of equilibrium are satisfied. 

 The center of gravity of the body is involved in all consideration of 

equilibrium. The position of the center of gravity of the body is a major 

factor in determining the soundness of the stance that is advocated in any 

techniques in any sport in order to accomplish the desired objective most 

effectively. Therefore, this factor must receive most careful attention. 
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 The horizontal velocity of a projectile is constant. The projectile 

thus travels equal distance in a horizontal direction in equal intervals of 

time. The vertical velocity of a projective is constantly changing due to 

the influence of gravity. The projectile thus travels unequal distances in a 

vertical direction in equal intervals of time. The constant horizontal 

velocity and constantly changing vertical velocity of a programme cause 

it to follow a parabolic flight path. The horizontal range of projectile 

depends, on its horizontal velocity and its time of flight. The time of 

flight of a projectile depends on its vertical velocity at release and the 

relative height at which it was released and the height at which it was 

landed. 

 The best method to evaluate technique is called cinematography. 

This is a quantitative method which is very accurate but at the same time 

costly and time consuming. Cinematography is the technique most 

frequently used in sport biomechanics research for obtaining a record of 

human movement.  

These film records are quantitatively analyzed to obtain linear and 

angular displacement time data for total body or segmental movements. 

Typically, the basic displacement time functions of a motion do not 

provide sufficient information to describe fully the activity. Thus, these 

data are further treated mathematically to determine the respective 

velocity and acceleration functions. 

 The role of cinematography in biomechanical research is involved 

from a simple form of recording motion to a sophisticated means of 

computer analysis of motor efficiency. Over  the years, new techniques in 

filming and timing having been perfected to aid the research in achieving 

accurate time measurements of both simple and complex locomotion 

patterns. 

 Recently videotapes have begun to replace conventional motion 

picture for teaching and coaching purpose. Since use of video tape is easy 

and reusable and it does not require any developing so it is more 

economical than film. The relatively inexpensive portable recorders are 

simple to operate and permit immediate play back. Thus video tape has 

significant potential for instruction. Pictures taken of students performing 

motor skill can provide them with further insight into their own actions, a 

greater appreciation of the mechanics of sports skill and increase interest 

in improving their performance. 

Analysis is usually performed by a quantitative film or video with 

computer–linked equipment that enables the calculation of estimates of 

kinematic quantities of interest for each picture. The traditional procedure 

for analyzing a film or video picture involves a process called digitizing. 
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This involves the activation of a hand–held pen, curser or mouse over 

subject joint centers or other point of interest, with the x, y coordinates of 

each point subsequently stored in a computer data film. Some systems 

enable automated tracking and digitizing of high contrast markers on the 

film or video by computer software. 

Siliconcoach Pro 07 is siliconcoach’s premier software which is the 

result of 15 years working with clients around the globe. Siliconcoach Pro 

is designed for analysing movement and providing feedback by 

combining the processes of capture, watch, review, and analysis. Visual 

feedback greatly enhances the understanding –rather than just verbally 

describing movements. 

In order to use the video sequence for kinematic analysis it is 

important that the camera is perpendicular to the movement. Also it is 

important that the camera is not moved during filming. It is not possible 

to use wide angle lenses if kinematic analysis is performed. 

A high speed camera is a device used for recording slow-motion 

playback films, or used for scientific study of transient phenomena. A 

normal motion picture is filmed and played back at 24 frames per second, 

while television uses 25 frames/s (PAL) or 29.97 frames/s (NTSC). High 

speed cameras can film up to 250,000 frames/s by running the film over a 

rotating prism or mirror instead of using a shutter, thus reducing the need 

for stopping and starting the film behind a shutter which would tear the 

film stock at such speeds. Using this technique one can stretch one 

second to more than 10 minutes of playback time (super slow motion). 

The fastest cameras are generally in use in scientific research, military 

test and evaluation, and industry. An example of an industrial application 

is crash testing to make a better document of the crash and what happens 

to the automobile and passengers during a crash. Television series such as 

MythBusters and Time Warp often use high speed cameras to show their 

tests in slow motion. The fastest high speed camera has the ability to take 

pictures at a speed of 200 million frames per second. 

 Cricket is the most popular and the richest in the history of all ball 

games. There is no exact record available which show when and by 

whom the game was started in England. But it is as old as 13
th

 Century. 

Cricket, though, being played in limited countries has vast 

popularity. It has come out of the close domain of the “gentleman” and 

become the sport of the common man’s interest. But because of its 

national acceptance of limited countries it could not be flourished to the 

maximum potency, though the advancement in techniques and in nature 

of the game has been tremendous. Apart from all these development steps 

have not been taken to make it more scientific by constructing the test 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slow_motion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frames_per_second
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PAL
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NTSC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prism_(optics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirror
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shutter_(photography)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Playback
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crash_test
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automobile
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MythBusters
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_Warp_(TV_series)
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and validating them by preparing the norms. Any part of educational 

discipline without some form of evaluation procedure is like a ship in the 

sea without a chart or compass. 

 Cricket has become one of the most popular in the world of all 

major games in India. It is the only one that has been zealously preserved 

by all those who play or support it. 

 There are various departments in cricket i.e. Batting, Bowling, 

fielding and no other takes preference over the other, and they are all, of 

course, of equal importance. 

 The objective in any cricket match is to score as many run as 

possible, but equally important is to take wickets and to keep your 

opponent scoring rate down. As result so much depend on team bowlers. 

fast bowlers are used as front line of attack who help the team by keeping 

the opponent run rate checked and by taking the opponents wickets at 

regular interval. 

Back and leg strength, hip flexibility etc. of the sportsman. It is 

always a great task for coaches to specify the characteristics of the 

cricketers for the fundamentals of cricket. 

In cricket it is not necessary that a tall person having good 

physique will be a good fast bowler. Among motor components, fast 

bowlers require specific amount of strength of specific body parts for 

projecting the ball. 

            Bowling is in essence a very simple movement, but to achieve 

perfection in this field we calls for a degree of rhythmic movement and 

coordination of the most exact and unusual order. To bowl at the pace of 

“Larwood” or “Hall” both great fast bowlers who played for England and 

West Indies respectively, is an enormous physical feat.   

       Achieving this excellence requires good precision on the part of 

the bowler. For fast bowling an individual requires magnificent 

coordination of his whole body and limbs as he gathers momentum for 

the final delivery at the end of his beautiful run-up, as well the power and 

speed in the wide sweeping of the shoulder and arm. 

         To become a good bowler, it is normal and wise for a youngster to 

determine what type of bowling is likely to suit him best so that his talent 

may shine. The demand of fast bowlers has been increasing and keeping 

in view of this more pupils are attracted to bowl fast.  Now in India, at 

national, state and university levels, the necessity of fast bowlers is 

recognized and hence it has become unavoidable to pay attention for 

perfect and talented potentials in cricket that are having abilities to bowl 
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Objectives  
 

1. Biomechanically analyse in-swing bowling in 

cricket. 

 

2. To find out the relationships between angular and 

linear kinematics variables and performance of In-

swing bowling in cricket. 

 

fast. Necessity of fast bowlers has led to a concentrated effort by various 

agencies in our country. 

         The B.C.C.I. has launched a scheme to produce fast bowlers in 

India. Towards this end various sports academies have been formed at 

various places in India namely, Bangalore, Chandigarh and Chennai. The 

main objective of this academy is to search new talent and give them 

advance training in fast bowling. 

          Fast bowling need different phases they are, a) approach run, b) 

release of the ball, and c) follow through. 

            In India not much research work has been done for improving the 

standard of fast bowling. At present, it is mainly the fast bowlers that 

dominate the game. Victory of a team in the game of cricket largely 

depends on fast bowling. Unfortunately, it is a prominently deficient aree 

in Indian cricket.  

        To study the basic reasons behind the success of many great fast 

bowlers and what failed the bowler to overcome the batsman’s 

performance, the need of the hour is to search the variables on the basis 

of which further improvement can be brought to fast bowling. In this 

study, the research scholar is trying to find out the predictive variables 

which contribute towards fast bowling.  

 The purpose of this study was to biomechanics analysis of In-

swing bowling in cricket. 
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Delimitations 

1. 12 male right hand fast bowlers of  20 to 28 years of age and 

representing their state team in Board Of Control For Cricket In 

India (B.C.C.I) Organized national tournaments of different age 

groups. 

2. The selected biomechanical variables which were comprised of 

linear and angular kinematic variables. 

A. Angular Kinematic Variables 

I. Right Ankle joint 

II. Right Knee joint 

III. Right Hip joint 

IV. Right Shoulder joint 

V. Right Elbow joint 

VI. Right Wrist joint 

VII. Left Ankle joint 

VIII. Left Knee joint 

IX. Left Hip joint 

X. Left Shoulder joint 

XI. Left Elbow joint 

XII. Left Wrist joint 

XIII. Trunk Inclination  

B. Linear Kinematic Variables 

I. Height of Center of Gravity at all five Phases 

II. Height of Release of the Ball at Release Phase only 

III. Velocity of ball just after the release of the ball 

3. The technique of Fast bowling was analyzed at five moments only 

and that are as follows. 

I. Gather Phase 

II. Back Foot Impact 

III. Delivery Stride 

IV. Releasing Phase 

V. Follow Through 
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Definition and Explanation of the Term 

(i) Mechanics: - Science which describes and predicts the 

conditions of rest or motion of bodies under the action of forces. 

(ii) Bio-mechanics: -  

During the early 1970s. The international community adopted the 

terms Bio- Mechanics to describe the application of mechanical 

principles in the study of living organisms. As it was realized after 1950 

that the mechanical principles involving on the human body is entirely 

different from other things. Internal forces and take place under the effect 

of external forces eg. When we walk. 

 

When the study of mechanics is limited to living structure, 

especially the human body, it is called Bio-mechanics. The Bio-

mechanics has derived from two words-Biomechanics. Bio means, some 

thing pertaining to living being or life. Mechanics -means, the discipline 

which studies the movement of object/motion of objects with the help of 

mechanical principles. 

 

A background of mechanics can help coaches to know their sport 

more, make them more confident about their practice and extent their 

knowledge beyond the technique to know the scientific reason. They will 

be better prepared to answer- 

Why we do it this way? Why should not I do this way? – Student 

deserves better answer than because as a coach- I said. 

- What technique is the best? 

- Should I teach this technique to my students or it is suitable 

only for top class Athletes ? 

- What is wrong with this individual’s performance and how 

can I correct it. 

- What exercise should I prescribe to improve this individual’s 

physical condition?  

 

Biomechanical Analysis :- 

 

Bio-Mechanics - has two branches 

Kinematics - Descriptive nature of movement 

Kinetic   - Cause of Motion 
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“It is the process of identification the Kinematics characteristics as well 

as kinetic basis of the movement structures”. 

 

Example  - 100 mts. 

Kinematics  - It is characteristic of movement pattern. 

 

i) Change in velocity 

ii) Maintenance 

iii) Declaration 

 

One moves due to force from ground. 

 

Kinetic  i) How much force get from ground in running 

direction. 

 

Two types of Analysis 

 

i) Qualitative  

ii) Quantitative 

i) Qualitative - Concern with only identification of observable 

characteristics or performance is evaluated subjectively. 

 

It is based on the visual observation of result or performance. Some 

time observation may be aided by instrument like Video-recording, 

because some time eyes are not able to catch total movement. Then Video 

recording enhance the analysis. In its more complete form, the method 

consists of a systematic evaluation of not only the results but also of all 

the various factors that have contributed to result”. 

 

Example “Drive your chest forward and upward as you take off”. 

 

The advice is probably based on the coach’s knowledge. 

Uses of video-recording Polaroid sequence camera or a motion 

picture camera. – (result is not altered by the use of such aids) 

ii) Quantitative Analysis - is based on measurements taken 

from a recorded the performance. It is basically objective. 

“It is identify the factors that determine success in the 

performance of a motor stalls. 

In Quantitative analysis  - The performance is first recorded 

using photographs, cinematography, electromyography or some 

other recording technique, than is evaluated objectively on the 

basis of measurements taken from the record(s). 

Example-  study of sprinting 
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      High speed motion picture film and analyze these frame by 

frame to determine such quantities as the horizontal and vertical 

velocity of the C.G. at critical instants through the sequence of 

motion. – at the instant of touch down and take off for each 

ground support phase. 

We obtain some values or data and that data further treated for 

scientific interpretation for generalization and for statistical 

analysis” 

Required 

1- Expensive equipment 

2- Highly trained people 

3- More time 

 

With Quantitative analysis, researcher would reach conclusions 

concerning the factors that determine success.  

 

“science which describes and predicts the condition of rest or motion of 

Biological systems under the action of force.” 

 

Biomechanical analysis is the detailed study of human motion in 

relation to the conventional laws of classic physics. 

 

Bowling  

To propel a Cricket ball at the far wicket with and over hand 

Motion while keeping the arm straight. The bowler is permitted to bend 

his wrist but he must not throw the ball by allowing his elbow top bend. 

Originally bowling in cricket was performed as an under-arm 

motion (i.e. under waist height). A ball was deemed illegal when the 

elbow was higher than the level of the hand during delivery: 

1829: Law 10 – The ball shall be bowled. If it be thrown or jerked, 

or if any part of the hand or arm be above the elbow at the time of 

delivery, the umpire shall call “No Ball.” 

Despite much opposition, many bowlers were unsatisfied with this 

means of delivery, and experimented with a more horizontal trajectory of 

the bowling arm, which came to be known as ‘round-arm’ bowling. 

Officially, round-arm bowling was legalised in 1835 MCC code, and 

bowlers were allowed to raise their arms to shoulder height level. 

However, the evolution of the bowling arm trajectory was to continue 

towards the vertical with bowlers now raising the bowling arm higher 

leaving many batsmen confounded, some of whom complained bitterly. 
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Despite the heated controversy, common sense prevailed, and the over-

arm action was legalised in the 1884 MCC code: 

1884: Law 26 – “For a delivery to be fair the ball must be bowled, 
not thrown or jerked.” 

Over-arm bowling became an art of infinite subtlety, not only in 

strategy, but also in its most basic mechanics. Always in their endeavour 

to have one over the batter, bowlers were quickly developing an 

impressive arsenal of skills – from varying the pace, the length (the 

distance travelled before bouncing), and the line of delivery, to swinging, 

spinning and swerving: motions dependent on the intricate combination 

of the seam angle and spin of the ball as it travels through the air. Despite 

the obvious merits of over-arm motion, the 1884 MCC law, though 

explicitly against throwing, made no attempt to define the mechanical 

properties of a throw as opposed to a bowl. The matter was left largely up 

to the subjective impression of the umpires, and it should have been of 

little surprise that any call of no-ball for a thrown delivery was followed 

with controversy and strong emotion. 

The period from the early 1950s to the mid-1960s, apart from some 

brilliant cricket, was known for some notable calls of throwing. Tony 

Lock (England) had been called for throwing in first-class cricket, and it 

was reported that he had to modify his action several times to satisfy the 

umpires. Suspicion was raised on the action of Charlie Griffith (West 

Indies) – that he threw the ball during unpredictable spells of express 

pace bowling. However, arguably the most famous incident of all was the 

calling of Australia’s Ian Meckiff by Colin Eagar during the First Test 

against South Africa in Brisbane (Figure 1). This dramatic event was 

reported around the world, and sadly culminated in Ian Meckiff’s 

retirement from the game. He had decided against continuing his career 

with a modified action to satisfy the 2nd edition of the1947 MCC code: 

1947 code (2nd Edition, 1952): Law 26-“For a delivery to be fair 

the ball must be bowled, not thrown or jerked; if either Umpire be not 

entirely satisfied of the absolute fairness of a delivery in this respect, he 

shall call and signal “Not Ball” instantly upon delivery.” 

 

The law is very clear on the umpire’s role in calling a bowler for 

throwing if he is not entirely satisfied with the fairness of the delivery. In 

other words, if in doubt the umpire is to call ‘no-ball!’. However, Law 26 

(1947 code) was no different from the corresponding law in 1884 in that 

it does not define the mechanical constituents of a ‘throw’. Even more 

mysterious is the term ‘jerk’ which had no definition and could therefore 

mean any one of a multitude of things. The whole issue was left up to the 
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subjective impression of the umpires without the slightest aid to the 

umpires. It should therefore not be surprising that during the time of Ian 

Meckiff there was no tangible framework from which to resolve the 

speculation and confusion surrounding the growing throwing controversy 

cricket. 

To help resolve this problem, an attempt was made to define a 

throw as the straightening of the elbow immediately prior to delivery. 

This concept was officially accepted in the 4th edition of 1947 MCC code 

in 1970: 

1947 code (4th Edition, 1970): Law 26b – A ball shall be deemed 

to have been thrown if, in the opinion of either umpire, the process of 

straightening the bowling arm, whether it be partial or complete, takes 

place during that part of the delivery swing which directly precedes the 

ball leading the hand. This definition shall not debar a bowler from the 
use of the wrist in the delivery swing. 

This was a significant improvement on the previous bowling laws 

in that throwing was now defined if there was violation of an anatomical 

and temporal biomechanical constraint: elbow extension (anatomical 

constraint) was not permitted just prior to release (temporal constraint). 

However, there had been no biomechanical testing to evaluate whether 

bowlers could in fact satisfy this law. Also, the temporal constraint of 

“directly precedes release” was not well understood. 

After the calling of Ian Meckiff, the issue of throwing was not 

prominent in the minds of the cricket administrators until the 

controversial calling of Muttiah Muralitharan (Sri Lanka) from the 

bowler’s end by umpire Darrel Hair at the Melbourne Cricket in 1995. In 

response to this incident, bowling legality became a matter of 

biomechanics. Muttiah Muralitharan was subjected to clinical 

examinations, electrogoniometer angle measurements, and three-

dimensional motion analysis of his bowling arm. The tests revealed that 

Muttiah Muralitharan had a fixed flexion deformity of his bowling elbow 

(Lloyd, 2000). Hence, the perception of his elbow angle changes 

depending on the observer’s perspective. This confirmed that 

observations by the naked eye could not be relied upon to give an 

accurate assessment of changes in elbow angle during bowling 

(Goonetilleke, 1999). It also confirmed the need for three-dimensional 

biomechanics testing, and showed that the determination of legality in 

bowling needs to consider anatomical, physiological, and mechanical 

factors. It was also suggested that the 1947 code (4th edition) was not 

specific in its description ‘directly precedes the ball leading the hand’ 
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(Lloyd, 2000). This may have prompted the issuing of the 2000 MCC 

code: 

2000 code: Law 24.3 - A ball is fairly delivered in respect of the 

arm if, once the bowler's arm has reached the level of the shoulder in the 

delivery swing, the elbow joint is not straightened partially or completely 

from that point until the ball has left the hand. This definition shall not 
debar a bowler from flexing or rotating the wrist in the delivery swing. 

However, from this point onwards, the throwing controversy only 

heightened with other prominent bowlers cited for throwing: Brett Lee 

(Australia), Shoaib Akhtar (Pakistan), and Harbajhan Singh (India). Also, 

Saqlain Mustaq (Pakistan) invented a new ball called the ‘doosra’, which 

is the finger-spinners version of the googly. A few years later both 

Harbajhan Singh and Muttiah Muralitharan had mastered this delivery. 

Muralitharan’s doosra was the most effective, and elite batsmen 

throughout suffered some embarrassing dismissals. Then the doosra itself 

came under the scrutiny of players and administrators, and it was claimed 

impossible to bowl the doosra without throwing it. In particular, 

Muralitharan’s doosra was targeted, and he subject to further testing. 

At about this time it became more commonly known that there was a 

modification to the anatomical constraint imposed by Law 24.3 in the 

2000 MCC code: that the bowling arm not straighten from shoulder 

height to ball release. Instead the ICC had now specified an acceptable 

range of elbow extension tolerance levels, which were dependent on ball 

release speed. Fast bowlers were allowed 10° elbow extension, medium 

pace bowlers 7.5°, and spin bowlers only 5° (Elliott et al., 2004). 

At the University of Western Australia (Department of Human 

Movement and Exercise Science), three-dimensional kinematic 

measurements of Muttiah Muralitharan’s bowling arm were taken using 

high speed cameras while he bowled his doosra. Murali’s mean elbow 

extension angle for the doosra delivery was 14°, which was subsequently 

reduced to a mean of 10.2º with a modified action. Though Elliott et al. 

(2004) concluded that “Mr. Muralitharan be permitted to continue 

bowling his doosra at least until a valid data base is collected on the 

various spin bowling disciplines”, the overwhelming response was that 

Murali’s doosra contravened the established ICC elbow extension limit of 

5º for spinners. 

The issue of throwing in this decade, however, does not stop with 

Murali. The two fastest bowlers in the world Shoaib Akhtar (Pakistan) 

and Brett Lee (Australia) have both been called for throwing. Shoaib was 

also required to undergo laboratory testing at the University of Western 
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Australia, where it was concluded that he had a hyperextension 

abnormality which prevented him from bowling with a straight arm. Brett 

was subject to a hearing, which included a select panel of experts from 

each of the ICC test playing countries. At the end of the hearing it was 

concluded that according to the evidence presented there was no basis to 

find fault with his action. Unfortunately, the evidence did not include a 

three-dimensional kinematic analysis of his bowling, which Muttiah 

Muralitharan, Shoaib Akhtar, and more recently Shoaib Malik were all 

subject to. 

With the two fastest bowlers in the world having been reported for 

suspect actions, the clinical presence of elbow abnormalities in some 

bowlers, the possibility of higher levels of elbow laxity in bowlers from 

Asia, the invention of the doosra, and the technology of high speed 

cameras; it seems that the determination of the bowling law in cricket is 

far from being resolved. The issue is certainly not clear cut, and there is a 

real danger of accepting a simplistic and hence unfair solution. The 

question is: “Could the legality of bowling actions be resolved 

scientifically or should cricket go back to the old times of relying on the 

subjective impression of cricketers, administrators, and umpires?” 

Problems with the subjective method are that (i) the naked eye, and 

even the use of normal video footage is not capable of making an 

accurate determination of bowling legality (Goonetilleke, 1999), (ii) it is 

often impossible to find consensus except perhaps in the most obvious 

cases, and (iii) it can be very much subject to bias. On logical grounds, 

science is the tool that should be at least tried to resolve this matter. 

Some of the world’s leading research on elbow angle in cricket 

bowling is conducted at the University of Waikato (Department of 

Physics & Electronic Engineering) and the University of Auckland 

(Biomechanics Laboratory) in New Zealand. They published the first 

laboratory studies that examined the elbow angle characteristics of 

bowlers across all speed groups, including spin bowlers. Their research 

shows that the bowling law in cricket has been largely inadequate in 

defining what constitutes a fair delivery. In fact, their latest research 

reveals a new biomechanical property of the elbow angle in bowling, 

which could be used to define a new bowling law. 

 

In-swing 

A ball curving in the air from left to right (to a right hand batsman). 
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Chapter – II 

PROCEDURE 

 

  Twelve male cricket players aged between 20 to 28 years were 

randomly selected for the purpose of this study. These subjects 

participated in the Ranji Trophy from U.P Team, Players of Combine 

University Camp and the players of Under 22 national Cricket 

Championship were selected as subjects for this study. Since the players 

had been trained for a considerable period of time, they were considered 

skilled and their technique was treated as stabilized. All the subjects were 

explained the purpose of the study and were requested to put in their best 

during each attempt. 

 The performance of In-swing bowling of each selected subject was 

taken as the criterion measure for the purpose of the present study. The 

performance was recorded on the basis of following criteria which is 

explained in table-1 

Table -1 

Evaluating Criteria of In-swing Bowling 

S.No. Component Marks 

1 Gather Phase 10 

2 Back Foot Impact 10 

3 Delivery Stride 10 

4 Release Phase 10 

5 Follow Through 10 
 Total 50 

 

Three judges panel was formed for evaluating the performance of 

subjects. Judges were Board of Control for Cricket in India (B.C.C.I.) 

certified level “1” coach and giving their services to Uttar Pradesh 

Cricket Association (U.P.C.A.) The performance of the subjects on In-

swing bowling and Out-swing bowling was evaluated separately. The 

average of three judges was considered as the final marks obtained by 

each bowler.  
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Reliability of Data 

 To obtain reliable measurement for the purpose of the present study 

the instruments were used namely camera, Tri pod stand, steel tape 

geometric instruments, they were all standard equipment available at the 

research laboratory of Sports Biomech at Kanpur (U.P.) and their 

reliability was insured by the manufactures. 

Casio Exilim Ex-F1 high speed camera and Siliconcoach pro-07 

motion analysis solution software were used and it was tested in different 

settings and used in so many researches in past time so it is considered as 

a reliable and calibrated instrument.  

 

Procedure for collection of data 

 The data collection the scoring of judges, filming protocol and 

analysis of films were taken into account.  

 

Scoring by Judges 

In this study the performance of subjects were evaluated on the 

basis of Queensland Bowling manual. The bowling skill evaluated by 

three judges. In-swing and Out-swing bowling skill divided into five 

phases and 10 marks were equally distributed to each phase and sum of 

all phases was 50 marks as shown in Table-1. 

 Apart from this, judges evaluated skill very minutely by the means 

of live video feedback by the projector with the help of Canopus ADVC 

and IEEE fire wire in testing area. Judges scored after watching 

performance of subjects in each phase. 

 

Filming protocol 

 

For the biomechanical analysis In-swing and Bowling in cricket 

High speed videography technique was employed. The two Casio Exilim 

EX-F1 high speed camera were used for this purpose. Performance of 

subjects was recorded in control and favourable conditions. The data 

were recorded from both planes i.e. Sagittal plane and frontal plane. 

Camera-1was placed perpendicular from the subject at a distance of 8.00 

meters and was mount at 1.30 meters height. Camera -2 was placed 

perpendicular to camera-1 and in front of subject performing the skill at 

the distance or 13.00 meters and mount at 2.00 meters. The set up of 
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collecting data is shown in Fig-1. The frequency of camera was set 300 

frames/second. For the purpose of the analysis of this study five phases 

were selected that was mentioned table-1. Data was directly saved in 

HDD of computer. 

The subjects had given Six trials for each selected variables of fast 

bowling to perform the skill and the best trial was used for analysis. 

 
Fig-1: Diagram of Set-Up for Collecting Data 

 

Procedure for collecting Angular Kinematic Data 

On the basis of the video recording, the scholar pointed out various 

angular measurements, and distance measurements with the help of 

siliconcoach pro-7 motion analysis software. All the points were marked 

done over selected frame and stick figures were developed. Selected 
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angular kinematic variables were; angle at ankle joints (Left and Right), 

Knee joints (Left and Right), Hip joints (Left and Right), shoulder 

joints(Left and Right), elbow joints (Left and Right) and wrist joints (Left 

and Right). The angle at selected joints was measured as shown in figures 

as follows 

 

 

 
 

Fig-2: Gather Phase for In-Swing Bowling 

 

 Gather Phase: The moment bowler took off the gather phase was 

the start. In this phase bowler gathered all his force generating body parts 

close to the body so that he could generate a collective force behind the 

ball at moment of release.  
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Fig-3: In-Swing Bowling Gather Phase 

 

 Angles drawn with the help of measuring tool of siliconcoach pro 7 

motion analysis software. Joint the all marked points and the angle at 

selected joint was recorded in nearest degree. 
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Fig-4: Back Foot Impact Phase for In-Swing Bowling 

 

Back Foot Impact Phase: At the time of back foot landing the 

back foot knee was slightly flexed to absorb ground reaction force. All 

the body segments came in the same plane towards the target for 

channelize force to deliver the ball. 
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Fig-5: In-Swing Back Foot Impact 

 

Angles drawn with the help of measuring tool of siliconcoach pro 7 

motion analysis software. Joint the all marked points and the angle at 

selected joint was recorded in nearest degree. 
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Fig-6: Delivery Stride Phase for In-Swing Bowling 

 

Delivery Stride Phase: The whole purpose of delivery stride was 

to become stable to apply force maximally towards the target. The 

transfer of body weight from back leg to front leg took place in this 

phase. The rotation of bowling and non bowling arm started for 

continuing to channelize the force towards delivery the ball. 
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Fig-7: In-Swing Bowling Delivery Stride 

 

Angles drawn with the help of measuring tool of siliconcoach pro 7 

motion analysis software. Joint the all marked points and the angle at 

selected joint was recorded in nearest degree. 
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Fig-8: Releasing Phase for both In-Swing Bowling 

 

Releasing phase: In this phase the bowlers aim to achieve the 

maximum height for releasing the ball and it was a sum of all previous 

phases to deliver a ball with maximum force and accuracy. 
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Fig-9: In-Swing Bowling Releasing Phase 

 

Angles drawn with the help of measuring tool of siliconcoach pro 7 

motion analysis software. Joint the all marked points and the angle at 

selected joint was recorded in nearest degree. 
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Fig-10: Follow Through Phase for In-Swing Bowling 

 

Follow Through Phase: In this phase the bowler takes few steps 

forward to countering the body forces applied during the previous phases. 

Follow through is a phase in which bowler try to maintain his stability 

and accuracy. 
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Fig-11: In-Swing Bowling Follow Through Phase 

 

Angles drawn with the help of measuring tool of siliconcoach pro 7 

motion analysis software. Joint the all marked points and the angle at 

selected joint was recorded in nearest degree. 
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Fig-12: Body Inclination at Gather phase 

 

Horizontal and vertical Angles were drawn with the help of 

measuring tool of siliconcoach pro 7 motion analysis software. Draw a 

straight line which passes through midpoint of trunk and head and the 

angle between vertical line selected angle was recorded in nearest degree. 
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Fig-13: Body Inclination at Backfoot Impact Phase 

 

Horizontal and vertical Angles were drawn with the help of 

measuring tool of siliconcoach pro 7 motion analysis software. Draw a 

straight line which passes through midpoint of trunk and head and the 

angle between vertical line selected angle was recorded in nearest degree. 

 
Fig-14: Body Inclination at Delivery Stride Phase 
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Horizontal and vertical Angles were drawn with the help of 

measuring tool of siliconcoach pro 7 motion analysis software. Draw a 

straight line which passes through midpoint of trunk and head and the 

angle between vertical line selected angle was recorded in nearest degree. 

 
Fig-15: Body Inclination at Releasing Phase 

 

Horizontal and vertical Angles were drawn with the help of 

measuring tool of siliconcoach pro 7 motion analysis software. Draw a 

straight line which passes through midpoint of trunk and head and the 

angle between vertical line selected angle was recorded in nearest degree. 
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Fig-16: Body Inclination at Follow Through Phase 

 

Horizontal and vertical Angles were drawn with the help of 

measuring tool of siliconcoach pro 7 motion analysis software. Draw a 

straight line which passes through midpoint of trunk and head and the 

angle between vertical line selected angle was recorded in nearest degree. 
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Procedure for collecting Linear Kinematic Data 

Selected linear kinematic variables like height of release of ball is 

also find out with the help of siliconcoach pro-7 at the moment of release 

and figures are as follows. 

 
Fig-17: Height of release (Ball) 

 

Marked the actual length of reference object in the video with the 

help of measuring tool of siliconcoach pro7 motion analysis software. 

Draw a straight line between ball and ground and selected distance was 

recorded in meter. 

The other linear kinematic variables like velocity of ball was 

measured by Vicon TX-1000 speed gun equipment which is generally 

used in International and National cricket matches for measuring the 

velocity of the ball. Vicon TX-1000 speed gun was placed just by the side 

of camera-2. 

The height of C.G. was calculated by segmentation method 

suggested by Hay. The following steps were followed for locating C.G of 

each subject at the moment of Gather Phase, Back Foot Impact, Delivery 

Stride, Releasing Phase and Follow through Phase.  

1. Print out the snapshot of selected frame of selected phase and on 

transparency the reference points associated with each segment 

were marked 

2. A stick figure representation of the subject by ruling straight lines 

between appropriate reference points was prepared. ( The trunk line 
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was obtained by joining the mid line between the right and left hip 

joints to the midpoint of the trunk at the level of the suprasternal 

notch). 

3. The length of each segment line was measured and divided into 

appropriate ratios as indicate in table-2. 

 

 

 

Table-2 

LOCATION OF C.G. OF BODY SEGMENTS 

S.No. Segment C.G. Location Expressed as Percentage of 

Total Distance Between Reference Points 

1 Head 46.4% to vertex; 53.6% to chin-neck intersect 

2 Trunk 43.8% to suprasternal notch; 56.2% to hip axes 

3 Upper arm 49.1% shoulder axes; 50.9% to elbow axes 

4 Fore-arm 41.8% to elbow axes; 58.2% to wrist axes 

5 Hand 82% to wrist axes; 18% to knuckle three 

6 Thigh 40% to hip axes; 60% to knee axes 

7 Calf 41.8% to knee axes; 58.2% to ankle axes 

8 Foot 44.9% to heel; 55.1% to hip of longest toe. 

 

4 Two arbitrary axis (OY and OX) one to the left and one below the 

stick figure were ruled out. 

5 A form was prepared and in (Column 1) the weight of the segment 

was entered. The weight of the body segments are given in              

Table 3. 
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Table-3 

WEIGHTS OF BODY SEGMENTS RELATIVE TO TOTAL  

BODY WEIGHT 

S.No. Segment Relative Weight in Kg 

1 Head 0.073 

2 Trunk 0.507 

3 Upper arm 0.026 

4 Fore-arm 0.016 

5 Hand 0.007 

6 Thigh 0.103 

7 Calf 0.043 

8 Foot 0.015 

 

6 For each segment, the perpendicular distance from the C.G. to the 

line OY was measured and entered in the appropriate place on the 

form (Column 2). 

7 To find the moment about OY the weight of each segment was 

multiplied by the distance of its C.G. from the line OY and these 

values were entered in the appropriate places on the form (Column 

3). 

8 The sum of moments about OY was found out by adding the 

contents of (Column 3) on the form. 

9 Rule on imaginary OY parallel to OY was ruled at a distance X 

from it. (x = sum got from step 8). 

10 Steps from 5 to 9 were repeated, taking moments OX instead of 

OY. An OX line parallel to OX was ruled at a distance Y. 

Since the C.G. lines on both OY and OX these two lines have only 

one point in common (the point where they intersect) it is here that 

the C.G. is situated. 
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Fig-18: Stick Figure for C.G. at Gather Phase 

 

Stick figure was drawn with the help of siliconcoach pro 7 software 

for calculating the height of C.G. by segmentation method.  
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Fig-19: Stick Figure for C.G. at Back Foot Impact Phase 

 

Stick figure was drawn with the help of siliconcoach pro 7 software 

for calculating the height of C.G. by segmentation method.  
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Fig-20: Stick Figure for C.G. at Delivery Stride Phase 

 

Stick figure was drawn with the help of siliconcoach pro 7 software 

for calculating the height of C.G. by segmentation method.  
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Fig-21: Stick Figure for C.G. at Releasing Phase 

 

Stick figure was drawn with the help of siliconcoach pro 7 software 

for calculating the height of C.G. by segmentation method.  
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Fig-22: Stick Figure for C.G. at Follow through Phase 

 

Stick figure was drawn with the help of siliconcoach pro 7 software 

for calculating the height of C.G. by segmentation method.  
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Chapter – III 

ANALYSIS OF DATA AND RESULTS 

For biomechanical analysis of in-swing bowling bowling the descriptive 

statistics was employed. Further product moment correlation was 

calculated between the performance of In-Swing Bowling, Out-Swing 

Bowling and selected angular and linear biomechanical variables. These 

particular above mentioned two statistical technique were made to 

explain the value and significance of the correlation of variables in In-

Swing bowling in cricket. 
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Fig-23: Descriptive Analysis Of Angular Kinematics Variable Of In- 
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The mean, standard deviation and range of angular kinematics 

variation of in- swing bowling in gather phase are presented in Figure 23.  

 The mean, standard deviation and range of angles for angular 

kinematics for different variables in degree are as follows: Right Ankle 

Joint (117.92± 11.64), range of angle is 35, Right Knee Joint (135.67± 

12.12), range of angle is 43, Right Hip Joint (157.42 ± 14.63), range of 

angle is 48, Right Shoulder Joint (72.75 ± 48.15), range of angle is 168, 

Right Elbow Joint (51.67 ± 26.70), range of angle is 78, Right Wrist Joint 

( 141.17 ± 9.25), range of angle is 33, Left Ankle Joint (97.08 ± 16.42), 

range of angle is 43, Left Knee Joint (112.42 ± 12.21), range of angle is 

48, Left Hip Joint (153.83 ± 37.08), range of angle is 98, Left Shoulder 

Joint (132.75 ± 41.92), range of angle is 148, Left Elbow Joint (93.33 ± 

42.01), range of angle is 134, Left Wrist Joint ( 117.83 ± 21.40), range of 

angle is 60, Trunk inclination (103.00 ± 3.95) range of angle is 12. 
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Table- 4 

CORRELATION BETWEEN IN-SWING BOWLING 

PERFORMANCE AND ANGULAR KINEMATIC  

VARIABLES AT GATHER PHASE 

Kinematic Variables Correlation coefficient 

Ankle Joint (Right) .500 

Knee joint (Right) .219 

Hip joint (Right) -.443 

Shoulder joint (Right) .431 

Elbow joint (Right) .074 

Wrist joint (Right) -.282 

Ankle joint (Left) .176 

Knee joint (Left) .734* 

Hip joint (Left) .656* 

Shoulder joint (Left) -.427 

Elbow joint (Left) -.630* 

Wrist joint (Left) .480 

Body Inclination -.078 

* Significant at .05 level 

r.05 (10) = .576 

 

 
Fig-24: Significant Relationship variables at Gather Phase  

In-Swing Bowling 
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Table - 4 clearly indicates that there exists a significant relationship 

between In-Swing Bowling Performance and Knee joint (Left), Hip Joint 

(Left) & Elbow Joint (Left) as the correlation coefficient values were 

found higher than the tabulated value. at .05 level of significance. 

On the other hand, there exists an insignificant relationship 

between In-Swing Bowling Performance and Ankle joint (Right), Knee 

joint (Right), Hip joint (Right), Shoulder joint (Right), Elbow joint 

(Right), Wrist joint (Right), Ankle Joint (Left), Shoulder joint (Left), 

Wrist joint (Left) & Body Inclination as the correlation coefficient values 

were found less than the tabulated value. at .05 level of significance. 

 

Gather Phase 

 

The statistical analysis data reveals that in Gather phase of In-

swing bowling left knee joint (front) 112.41°12.21
o
, left hip joint (front) 

153.83
o °37.08 and left elbow joint 93.33

o °42.01 was found significant. 

This might be attributed to the fact that every good bowler tried to 

generate maximum force by coiling the body segments towards the centre 

of gravity so left knee joint (front), left hip joint (front) and left elbow 

joint were played important role. 

Left knee joint (front) 112.41
o
 °12.20

o
, left hip joint (front) was 

significantly involved in coiling phase.  “What goes up must come 

down!” The higher the bound, the greater the force that was exerted on 

the body during landing. This could lead to a number of problems. 

Momentum was lost due to  

(1) The bowling hand and ball starting in front of the body.  

(2) The bowling arm began to rise high above the bowler’s head  

(3) The ball and arm were moving backwards whilst the body 

moved forwards.  

In-Swing bowling was the sum of these three things 1) Grip, 2) 

Action, 3) Climate (John Harmer 2002) and On the other hand, there 

existed an insignificant relationship between In-Swing & out-swing 

Bowling Performance and rest of the angular Kinematic variables and 

height of centre of gravity. This could be due to the fact that most of these 

variables might have contributed in the In-swing bowling performance, 

however the individual contribution variables were insignificant. 

This stage separates the run-up from delivery stride and began with 

a jump off the left foot and was completed as the bowler landed on the 

right or back foot. During this phase with the shoulder pointing down the 

wicket, the right foot passed in front of the left with the right foot turning 

to land parallel to the bowling crease. The study showed that this stride 

was longer than the normal stride (Bartlett et al., 1996). This was caused 

by the apparent necessity to decelerate in the final stride and was 
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probably associated with the need to ‘gather’ for the final thrust (Davis 

and Blanksby 1976).     

Present study supported the findings of the study conducted by M. 

Hebelincka &B.C. Elliot. 
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Fig-25: Descriptive Analysis of Angular Kinematics Variables of    

In- Swing Bowling In Back Foot Impact Phase 

 

 

The mean, standard deviation and range of angular kinematics 

variation of in- swing bowling in back foot impact phase are presented in 

Fig. 25.  
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 The mean, standard deviation and range of angles for angular 

kinematics for different variables in degree are as follows: Right Ankle 

Joint (108.00± 4.02), range of angle is 13, Right Knee Joint (154.40± 

8.86), range of angle is 24, Right Hip Joint (175.7 ± 9.95), range of angle 

is 35, Right Shoulder Joint (33.08 ± 18.16), range of angle is 67, Right 

Elbow Joint (150.05 ± 28.65), range of angle is 98, Right Wrist Joint 

(157.00 ± 16.17), range of angle is 63, Left Ankle Joint (116.5 ± 30.06), 

range of angle is 94, Left Knee Joint (157.6 ± 12.22), range of angle is 

46, Left Hip Joint (116.3 ± 10.98), range of angle is 37, Left Shoulder 

Joint (77.08 ± 54.74), range of angle is 132, Left Elbow Joint (72.25 ± 

54.66), range of angle is 135, Left Wrist Joint (135.8 ± 14.58), range of 

angle is 50, Trunk inclination (99.92 ± 5.35), range of angle is 21. 

 

Table-5 

CORRELATION BETWEEN IN-SWING BOWLING 

PERFORMANCE AND ANGULAR KINEMATIC  

VARIABLES AT BACK FOOT IMPACT PHASE 

Kinematic Variables Correlation coefficient 

Ankle Joint (Right) -.110 

Knee joint (Right) -.781* 

Hip joint (Right) .582* 

Shoulder joint (Right) -.686* 

Elbow joint (Right) -.374 

Wrist joint (Right) .237 

Ankle joint (Left) -.332 

Knee joint (Left) .238 

Hip joint (Left) .082 

Shoulder joint (Left) .509 

Elbow joint (Left) .424 

Wrist joint (Left) -.150 

Body Inclination .809* 

* Significant at .05 level 

r.05 (10) = .576 
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Fig-26: Significant Relationship variables at Back Foot Impact 

 

Table - 5 clearly indicates that there exists a significant relationship 

between In-Swing Bowling Performance and Knee joint (Right), Hip 

Joint (Right) Shoulder joint (Right) & Body Inclination as the correlation 

coefficient values were found higher than the tabulated value. at .05 level 

of significance.  

On the other hand, there exists an insignificant relationship 

between In-Swing Bowling Performance and Ankle joint (Right), Elbow 

joint (Right), Wrist joint (Right), Ankle Joint (Left), Knee joint (Left), 

Hip joint (Left), Shoulder joint (Left), Elbow joint (Left) &Wrist joint 

(Left) as the correlation coefficient values were found less than the 

tabulated value. at .05 level of significance. 

 

Back Foot Impact Phase 

 

The statistical analysis data revealed that in Back foot impact phase 

of In-swing bowling the Knee joint (Right) 154.41
o°8.86

o
, Hip joint 

(Right) 175.66
o
 °9.96

o
, Shoulder joint (Right) 33.08

o
 °18.16

o
 and trunk 

inclination (Body inclination) 99.91
o
 °5.35

o
 were found significant. This 

might be attributed to the fact that these body segments prominently 

involve to attaining stability and absorbing the ground reaction force and 

trunk inclination was directing upper torso towards the target. the transfer 

of weight forward eased the ability to start the remaining movements and 

Knee joint (Right), Hip joint (Right) and less limbs of body absorbed the 

ground reaction force. Bowler’s weight was on the planted backfoot with 
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the body leaning away form the batsman. This leaning back of the trunk 

might serve the purpose of increasing the acceleration path of the 

implement ball. 

On the other hand, there existed an insignificant relationship 

between In-Swing bowling Performance and Ankle joint (Right), Elbow 

joint (Right), Wrist joint (Right), Ankle Joint (Left), Knee joint (Left), 

Hip joint (Left), Shoulder joint (Left), Elbow joint (Left),Wrist joint 

(Left) and height of centre of gravity. This could be due to the fact that 

most of these variables might have contributed in the In-swing bowling 

performance performance; however the individual contribution was 

insignificant. Every bowler had his individual unique action which was 

started from this phase such as side-on action, front-on action, and mixed 

action so this might be also the reason for these kinematic variables 

which were found insignificant. 

Present study supported the findings of the study conducted by M. 

Hebelincka &B.C. Elliot and Berglund Dave and Dr Paul Hurrion. 
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Fig-27: Descriptive Analysis of Angular Kinematics Variables of          

In-Swing Bowling In Delivery Stride Phase 

 

The mean, standard deviation and range of angular kinematics 

variation of in- swing bowling in delivery stride phase are presented in 

Fig. 27.  

 The mean, standard deviation and range of angles for angular 

kinematics for different variables in degree are as follows: Right Ankle 

Joint (109.00± 7.67), range of angle is 24, Right Knee Joint (123.67± 

16.37), range of angle is 54, Right Hip Joint (161.25 ± 24.80), range of 

angle is 64, Right Shoulder Joint (131.42 ± 38.98), range of angle is 125, 

Right Elbow Joint (176.08 ± 9.85), range of angle is 30, Right Wrist Joint 

(180.00 ± 9.5), range of angle is 29, Left Ankle Joint (112.92 ± 16.80), 
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range of angle is 49, Left Knee Joint (158.75 ± 35.10), range of angle is 

103, Left Hip Joint (112.92 ± 12.71), range of angle is 47, Left Shoulder 

Joint (21.00 ± 8.87), range of angle is 33, Left Elbow Joint (48.75 ± 

29.7), range of angle is 79, Left Wrist Joint (137.8 ± 17.03), range of 

angle is 59, Trunk inclination (12.66 ± 3.9), range of angle is 14. 
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Table- 6 

CORRELATION BETWEEN IN-SWING BOWLING 

PERFORMANCE AND ANGULAR KINEMATIC  

VARIABLES AT DELIVERY STRIDE PHASE 

Kinematic Variables  Correlation coefficient 

Ankle Joint (Right) .076 

Knee joint (Right) .396 

Hip joint (Right) .615* 

Shoulder joint (Right) -.691* 

Elbow joint (Right) -.637* 

Wrist joint (Right) -.702* 

Ankle joint (Left) .640* 

Knee joint (Left) .232 

Hip joint (Left) .508 

Shoulder joint (Left) .203 

Elbow joint (Left) .592* 

Wrist joint (Left) .793* 

Body Inclination .603* 

* Significant at .05 level 

r.05 (10) = .576 

 
Fig-28: Significant Relationship variables at Delivery Stride in        

In-Swing Bowling 
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Table–6 clearly indicates that there exists a significant relationship 

between In-Swing Bowling Performance and Hip joint (Right), Shoulder 

joint (Right), Elbow joint(Right), Wrist joint (Right), Ankle joint (Left), 

Elbow joint (Left), Wrist joint (Left) & Body Inclination as the 

correlation coefficient values were found higher than the tabulated value. 

at .05 level of significance. 

On the other hand, there exists an insignificant relationship 

between In-Swing Bowling Performance and Ankle joint (Right), Knee 

joint (Right), Knee joint (Left), Hip joint (Left) & Shoulder joint (Left) as 

the correlation coefficient values were found less than the tabulated 

value. at .05 level of significance. 

 

Delivery Stride 

 

The statistical analysis data revealed that in In-swing bowling 

performance and  Hip joint (Right) 161.25
o
 °24.80

o
, Shoulder joint 

(Right) 131.41
o
 °38.98

o
, Elbow joint (Right) 176.08

o
 °9.85

o
, Wrist joint 

(Right) 180.75
o
 °9.57

o
 , Ankle joint (Left) 112.91

o
 °16.80

o
, Elbow joint 

(Left) 48.75
o
 °29.70

o
, Wrist joint (Left) 137.33

o
 °17.03

o
 and Trunk 

Inclination 12.66
o
 °3.91

o
 were found significant. This might be owing to 

the fact that Hip joint (Right), Ankle joint (Left), Elbow joint (Left), 

Wrist joint (Left) and Trunk Inclination was one reason for bowlers 

blocking off the body with the front foot which was the angle of run up. If 

this was combined with the collapsing back leg the bowler had a major 

problem. With this approach the bowler’s momentum was still directed 

towards target. Shoulder joint (Right) 131.42
o
 °38.98

o
, Elbow joint 

(Right) 176.08
o
 °9.85

o
, Wrist joint (Right) 180.70

o
 °9.57

o
 were found 

negatively significant. This might be due to the facts that these body 

segments acted as a lever but the length of lever might vary from 

individual to individual whether bowler was good in skill or bad in skill. 

Step was taken with the right foot. Simultaneously, as the step 

begins to move, the bowler initiates the ball into the arm swing. This 

action, commonly termed as "the push away" was accomplished by 

extending the right arm forward allowing it to drop into the arm swing. 

The left arm and hand equally support the weight of the ball and assist 

with extension, or the bowling push away with the right arm, Right Hip 

Joint - flexion. 

 On the other hand, there exists an insignificant relationship 

between In-Swing Performance and Angular kinematic variables and 

Height of centre of gravity. This could be due to the fact that most of 

these variables might have contributed in the In-swing bowling 

performance; however the individual contribution were insignificant. 

Some bowlers have a tendency to bend their front (collapsing front leg) 
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which might also be a factor which is affecting the whole delivery stride. 

Anthropometric variability was also a play role for determining the length 

of delivery stride; however these variables were found insignificant. 

As the delivery stride proceeds, the front foot strikes the ground. 

The values for peak vertical impact force from previous force-platform 

studies has been found to be between 3.8 and 6.4 times body weight with 

anterior-posterior braking forces around two times body weight (Bartlett 

et al., 1996). The implications of this have mostly been recorded in terms 

of injury potential, with few relationships to ball release speed or the 

bowling technique being reported. The Marylebone Cricket Club [MCC} 

(1976) and Elliot (1986) recognised that the length of the delivery stride 

is dependant on the speed of approach into the delivery stride and also the 

physique of the bowler. Elliot and Foster (1989) concurred with these 

previous findings and warned that bowlers who approach the crease with 

excessive speed will often have a reduced delivery stride and this 

‘uncontrolled’ approach may inhibit the ability to master a side-on 

delivery. There is, however, too little current available data to 

substantiate any general conclusion at present (Barlett et al., 1996). 

According to Bartlett et al., (1996) the angle of the front knee 

during the delivery stride has received much scrutiny, not only with 

regards to its effect upon ball release speed but also to its role in the 

attenuation of impact forces. There are three main types. The first is ‘the 

straight leg technique’ where the bowler lands with a fully or almost fully 

extended front limb at front foot strike and remains at, or near, to this 

angle at ball release. This is thought to be advantageous in terms of 

maximizing ball release speed as it provides a stable lower body fulcrum 

that the bowler may use as an effective lever. Davis and Blanksby (1976), 

Elliot (1986), Burden and Barlett (1990) have suggested that an angle of 

greater than 150
o
 would be sufficient to provide these benefits. This, 

however, may be potentially injurious, as the joint does not then play a 

role in the attenuation of impact forces. The second type of front knee 

activity has been observed in a number of bowlers who land with a flexed 

knee (approximately 150
o
) and either maintain this angle, or flex the knee 

still further following foot strike. Knee flexion on impact provides 

apparent benefits in terms of force attenuation, but the lack of subsequent 

knee extension fails to provide the beneficial aspects of bowling over a 

straight front leg. The third type of front knee action involves the knee 

flexing slightly on landing (thus attenuating the impact forces) and 

subsequently extending to a near straight or straight front leg, thus 

providing the benefits of bowling over a straight front leg. Although this 

technique is considered the optimal front knee activity, it is quite rare in 

fast bowling. In a review of the biomechanics of fast bowling in men’s 

cricket, Bartlett et al., (1996) concluded that there was in fact no 
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conclusive agreement on the importance of the front knee action for ball 

release speed.  

Present Study supported the findings of the study conducted by 

Berglund Dave and Dr Paul Hurrion. 
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Fig-29: Descriptive Analysis of Angular Kinematics Variables of In- 

Swing Bowling In Releasing Phase 

 

 

The mean, standard deviation and range of angular kinematics 

variation of in- swing bowling in releasing phase are presented in Fig. 29. 

 The mean, standard deviation and range of angles for angular 

kinematics for different variables in degree are as follows: Right Ankle 

Joint (106.8 ± 9.47), range of angle is 35, Right Knee Joint (111.40± 

8.81), range of angle is 30, Right Hip Joint (126.5 ± 14.37), range of 

angle is 49, Right Shoulder Joint (152.3 ± 5.72), range of angle is 20, 
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Right Elbow Joint (173.4 ± 3.28), range of angle is 9, Right Wrist Joint 

(168.2 ± 5.87), range of angle is 15, Left Ankle Joint (116.3 ± 11.55), 

range of angle is 37, Left Knee Joint (174.7 ± 6.69), range of angle is 23, 

Left Hip Joint (104.6 ± 7.47), range of angle is 23, Left Shoulder Joint 

(23.75 ± 10.67), range of angle is 38, Left Elbow Joint (54.25 ± 12.92), 

range of angle is 42, Left Wrist Joint (147.8 ± 15.93), range of angle is 

56, Trunk inclination (44.17 ± 4.1), range of angle is 13. 
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Table- 7 

CORRELATION BETWEEN IN-SWING BOWLING 

PERFORMANCE AND ANGULAR  KINEMATICS               

VARIABLES AT RELEASING PHASE 

Kinematic Variables Correlation coefficient 

Ankle Joint (Right) -.237 

Knee joint (Right) .168 

Hip joint (Right) .390 

Shoulder joint (Right) -.171 

Elbow joint (Right) .636* 

Wrist joint (Right) .655* 

Ankle joint (Left) .798* 

Knee joint (Left) .579* 

Hip joint (Left) -.230 

Shoulder joint (Left) -.560 

Elbow joint (Left) .585* 

Wrist joint (Left) .676* 

Body Inclination .451 

* Significant at .05 level 

r.05 (10) = .576 

 
Fig-30: Significant Relationship Variables at Releasing Phase in In-

Swing Bowling 

Table–7 clearly indicates that there exists a significant relationship 

between In-Swing Bowling Performance and Elbow joint(Right), Wrist 

joint (Right), Ankle joint (Left), Knee joint (Left) Elbow joint (Left) & 
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Wrist joint (Left) as the correlation coefficient values were found higher 

than the tabulated value. at .05 level of significance. 

On the other hand, there exists an insignificant relationship 

between In-Swing Bowling Performance and Ankle joint (Right), Knee 

joint (Right), Hip joint (Right), Shoulder joint (Right), Hip joint (Left) & 

Shoulder joint (Left) & Body Inclination as the correlation coefficient 

values were found less than the tabulated value. at .05 level of 

significance. 

 

Releasing Phase 

The statistical analysis data clearly indicates that there exists a 

significant relationship between In-Swing Bowling Performance and 

Elbow joint (Right) 173.41
o
 °3.28

o
, Wrist joint (Right) 168.16

o
 °5.87

o
, 

Ankle joint (Left) 116.33
o
 °11.54

o
, Knee joint (Left) 174.66

o
 °6.69

o
 

Elbow joint (Left) 54.25
o
 °12.9

o
 & Wrist joint (Left) 147.83

o
 °15.9

o
. 

This might be attributed to the fact that the effect of Elbow joint (Right), 

Wrist joint (Right), Ankle joint (Left), Knee joint (Left) angles maximise 

the efficiency of the action and increase range of application of forces 

generated from body and ground. These variables were also helps to 

achieve maximum height for releasing the ball on the other way Elbow 

joint (Left) & Wrist joint (Left) is still performing same task for guiding 

the direction for the bowler towards target. Elbow joint (Left) is locked in 

front of Hip joint (Left) for increasing range of motion and transferred the 

force towards releasing arm for accuracy and speed. Wrist joint (Right) 

and Elbow joint (Right) is playing important role for giving direction to 

the seam of ball for in-swing and also provide back spin to ball so that in-

swing took place. 

The releasing phase was also known as "the moment of truth" for 

the bowler and is taken with the right foot. This step is the moment when 

the bowler releases the ball. The fourth step begins the power phase in 

bowling because until now the bowler has just been walking with the ball 

freely swinging. At the fourth step, the arm swing should have reached 

the highest point or peak of the back swing. The height of the back swing 

is determined by several factors to include shoulder and chest flexibility, 

excessive adipose tissue, amount of trunk flexion, and whether or not the 

shoulder joint externally rotates. 

  On the other hand, there exists an insignificant relationship 

between In-Swing and Out-swing Bowling performance and rest of the 

angular kinematics variables and Height of centre of gravity. This could 

be due to the fact that most of these variables might have contributed in 

the In-swing bowling performance and Out-swing bowling performance; 

however the individual contribution was insignificant. 
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The laws of cricket limit the action of the bowling arm to 

circumduction of the upper arm about the gleno-humeral joint and the 

extension and flexion of the wrist and finger joints (though it is 

recognised that the wrist could also abduct and adduct, the radio-ulnar 

joints could supinate/pronate and the carpal joints can move) [Barlett et 

al., 1996]. The circumduction of the upper arm with the elbow either fully 

extended or at least a constant angle starts from a position close to the hip 

joint. Initiation of upper arm circumduction usually occurs between back 

foot and front foot strikes. The literature suggests that the degree of 

circumduction between front footstrike and ball release varies and that it 

is dependant not only on the position of the arm at release, but also on its 

position as the front foot lands (Barlett et al. 1996). Elliot and Foster 

(1989) suggested that the arm should be almost vertical at release and the 

angle between the trunk and the arm approximately 200
o
. The wrist and 

fingers are the most distal joints of the body to add velocity to the ball 

however because each bowler seems to have their own unique way of 

flexing their wrist and fingers when releasing the ball, there are no studies 

suggesting the most correct method. There is a lack of data relating the 

degree of wrist and finger flexion to ball release speeds as the large 

standard deviations indicate a large degree of inter-subject variability. 

Literature, however, suggests that wrist and finger flexion may play a 

role, if only minor (at least 5%), in increasing ball releasing speed 

(Barlett et al., 1996).  

Present Study supported the findings of the study conducted by 

Berglund Dave and Dr Paul Hurrion. 
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Range 35 141 80 44 137 27 33 86 113 67 156 55 28

Mean 108.41 127.58 113.5 84.333 109.58 159.16 109.33 127.83 128 49.083 54.166 132.66 53.583

Std. Deviation 11.040 39.546 27.023 14.047 63.184 7.0817 9.0587 32.076 35.711 21.193 45.326 17.541 8.0730
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DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF ANGULAR KINEMATICS VARIABLES OF IN -

SWING BOWLING IN FOLLOW THROUGH PHASE

Fig-31: Descriptive Analysis of Angular Kinematics Variables of In- 

Swing Bowling In Follow Through Phase 
 

The mean, standard deviation and range of angular kinematics 

variation of in- swing bowling in Follow through phase are presented in 

Fig. 31.  

 The mean, standard deviation and range of angles for angular 

kinematics for different variables in degree are as follows: Right Ankle 

Joint (108.42± 11.04), range of angle is 35, Right Knee Joint (127.6± 

39.55), range of angle is 141, Right Hip Joint (113.5 ± 27.02), range of 

angle is 80, Right Shoulder Joint (84.33 ± 14.04), range of angle is 44, 

Right Elbow Joint (109.33 ± 63.18), range of angle is 137, Right Wrist 

Joint (159.17 ± 7.08), range of angle is 27, Left Ankle Joint (109.33 ± 

9.05), range of angle is 33, Left Knee Joint (127.83 ± 3207), range of 
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angle is 86, Left Hip Joint (128 ± 35.71), range of angle is 113, Left 

Shoulder Joint (49.08 ± 21.19), range of angle is 67, Left Elbow Joint 

(54.16 ± 45.32), range of angle is 156, Left Wrist Joint (132.67 ± 17.54), 

range of angle is 55, Trunk inclination (53.58 ± 8.07), range of angle is 

28. 
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Table-8 

CORRELATION BETWEEN IN-SWING BOWLING 

PERFORMANCE AND ANGULAR KINEMATICS               

VARIABLES AT FOLLOW THROUGH PHASE 

Kinematic Variables Correlation coefficient 

Ankle Joint (Right) -.511 

Knee joint (Right) -.777* 

Hip joint (Right) -.547 

Shoulder joint (Right) -.729* 

Elbow joint (Right) .605* 

Wrist joint (Right) .222 

Ankle joint (Left) .416 

Knee joint (Left) .738* 

Hip joint (Left) .055 

Shoulder joint (Left) -.582* 

Elbow joint (Left) .870* 

Wrist joint (Left) .883* 

Body Inclination .353 

* Significant at .05 level 

r.05 (10) = .576 
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Fig-32: Significant Relationship Variables at Follow Through in      

In-Swing Bowling 

Table-8 clearly indicates that there exists a significant relationship 

between In-Swing Bowling Performance and Knee Joint (Right) Shoulder 

joint (Right), Elbow joint(Right) Knee joint (Left) Shoulder Joint (Left), 

Elbow joint (Left) & Wrist joint (Left) as the correlation coefficient 

values were found higher than the tabulated value. at .05 level of 

significance. 

On the other hand, there exists an insignificant relationship 

between In-Swing Bowling Performance and Ankle joint (Right), Hip 

joint (Right), Wrist joint (Right), Ankle Joint (Left), Hip joint (Left), & 

Body Inclination as the correlation coefficient values were found less 

than the tabulated value. at .05 level of significance. 

Follow Through 

The statistical analysis data clearly indicates that there exists a 

significant relationship between In-Swing Bowling Performance and 

Knee Joint (Right) 127.58
o
 °39.55

o
, Shoulder joint (Right) 84.33

o
 °

14.04
o
, Elbow joint(Right) 109.58

o
 °9.05

o
 Knee joint (Left) 127.83

o
 °

32.07
o
 , Shoulder Joint (Left) 49.08

o
 °21.19

o
, Elbow joint (Left) 54.16

o
 

°45.32
o
 & Wrist joint (Left) 132.66

o
 °17.54

o
. This might be attributed 

to the fact that Knee Joint (Right) Shoulder joint (Right) and Elbow joint 

(Right) countering the body forces applied during the whole process of 

bowling, knee joint (right) goes up word near to the hip joint (right) for 

the same purpose. Knee joint (Left) Shoulder Joint (Left), Elbow joint 
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(Left) & Wrist joint (Left) is carry out same procedure of regaining 

stability and minimize  the momentum of body. The body is statically 

held in position until the ball is well down the lane. 

The arm swing follows its natural directional path upward and 

outward, lifting with the fingers as they slide out of the holes. This is the 

only motion of the follow through phase except for the bowler continuing 

to slide. The body is statically held in position until the ball is well down 

the lane. 

• Left Knee Joint - flexed. 

• Left Hip Joint - flexed. 

• Right Hip Joint - extension. 

• Right Knee Joint - extension. 

• Right Ankle Joint - plantar flexed, dragging on tops of toes 

On the other hand, there exists an insignificant relationship 

between In-Swing performance and Angular kinematic variables and 

Height of centre of gravity. This could be due to the fact that most of 

these variables might have contributed in the In-swing bowling 

performance; however the individual contribution were insignificant. 

Limited data is available on the follow-through, as most analyses 

stop shortly after ball release. It was suggested by barlett et al., (1996) 

that the bowler should ensure that the bowling arm follows through down 

the outside of the left thigh allowing a gradual reduction in the bowlers 

speed and that the first stride of the follow-through should be behind the 

line of the ball, before running off the wicket for a further 2-3 strides.  

Present Study supported the findings of the study conducted by 

Berglund Dave and Dr Paul Hurrion. 
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Height of C.G at 
Gather Phase

Height of C.G at 
Back Foot Impact 

Phase

Height of C.G at 
Delivery Stride

Height of C.G at 
Releasing Phase

Height of C.G at 
Follow Through 

Phase

Range 0.09 0.07 0.09 0.07 0.06

Mean 1.0067 0.8975 0.8092 0.8408 0.6775

Std. Deviation 0.02871 0.01865 0.02875 0.02314 0.01658
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DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF HEIGHT OF C.G AT DIFFERENT PHASES OF IN-

SWING BOWLING

Fig-43: Descriptive Analysis of Height of C.G at Different Phases of 

In-Swing Bowling 

 

 

The mean, standard deviation and range of height of center of 

gravity at all five phases  of in- swing bowling in are presented in Fig. 43. 

 The mean, standard deviation and range of height of C.G for 

different phases of in-swing bowling in meters are as follows: Gather 

Phase (1.01± 0.03), range of height is 0.09, Back Foot Impact Phase 

(0.89± 0.02), range of height is 0.07, Delivery Stride Phase (0.80 ± 0.03), 
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range of height is 0.09, Releasing Phase (0.84 ± 0.02), range of height is 

0.07, Follow Through Phase (0.67 ± 0.02), range of height is 0.06. 

Table- 14 

CORRELATION BETWEEN IN-SWING BOWLING 

PERFORMANCE AND HEIGHT OF CENTRE OF                  

GRAVITY  AT DIFFERENT PHASES OF                                                 

IN-SWING BOWLING 

Different Phases of In-swing Bowling Correlation coefficient 

 Gather Phase .232* 

Back Foot Impact Phase .283* 

Delivery Stride Phase .121* 

Releasing Phase -.125* 

Follow Through Phase .096* 

* Insignificant at .05 level 

r.05 (10) = .576 
Table - 14 clearly indicates that there exists an insignificant 

relationship between In-Swing Bowling Performance and height of centre 

of gravity at Gather Phase, Back Foot Impact Phase, Delivery Phase, 

Releasing Phase and Follow Through Phase as the correlation coefficient 

values were found less than the tabulated value. at .05 level of 

significance. 
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Range Mean Std. Deviation

Height of Release in In-Swing Bowling 0.21 2.0367 0.06998

Height of Release in Out-Swing Bowling 0.23 2.0283 0.06926
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DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF HEIGHT OF RELEASE OF IN-SWING AND 

OUT-SWING BOWLING

Fig-45: Descriptive Analysis of Height of Release in-Swing and Out-

Swing Bowling 

 

 

 

The mean, standard deviation and range of height of release ball of 

In-swing and Out-swing bowling are presented in Fig. 45.  

 The mean, standard deviation and range of height of release ball of 

In-swing and Out-swing bowling in meters are as follows: In-swing 

bowling(2.03± 0.06), range of height is 0.21, Out-swing bowling (2.02± 

0.06), range of height is 0.23. 
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Table- 16 

CORRELATION BETWEEN IN-SWING BOWLING AND OUT-

SWING BOWLING PERFORMANCE AND HEIGHT OF 

RELEASE OF BALL 

Height of Release of Ball Correlation coefficient 

In-Swing Bowling .499 

Out-Swing Bowling .654* 

* Significant at .05 level 

r.05 (10) = .576 

Table–16 clearly indicates that there exists an insignificant 

relationship between In-Swing Bowling Performance and height of 

Release as the correlation coefficient values were found less than the 

tabulated value at .05 level of significance. 

Data clearly indicates that there exists a significant relationship 

between Out-Swing Bowling Performance and Height of Release as the 

correlation coefficient values were found higher than the tabulated value. 

at .05 level of significance. 
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Range Mean Std. Deviation

Velocity of ball in In-Swing Bowling 14.93 121.4192 4.57288

Velocity of ball in Out-Swing Bowling 13.4 122.1275 4.44172
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Fig-46: Descriptive Analysis of Velocity of Ball in in-Swing and Out-

Swing Bowling 

 

The mean, standard deviation and range of velocity of ball in In-

swing and Out-swing bowling are presented in Fig. 46.  

 The mean, standard deviation and range of velocity of ball in In-

swing and Out-swing bowling in kilometers per hour are as follows: In-

swing bowling(121.41± 4.57), range of velocity is 14.93, Out-swing 

bowling (122.12± 4.44), range of velocity is 13.4. 
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Table- 17 

CORRELATION BETWEEN IN-SWING BOWLING AND OUT-

SWING BOWLING PERFORMANCE                                                  

AND VELOCITY OF BALL 

Velocity of Ball Correlation coefficient 

In-Swing Bowling .616* 

Out-Swing Bowling .489 

* Significant at .05 level 

r.05 (10) = .576 

Table-17 clearly indicates that there exists a significant relationship 

between In-Swing Bowling Performance and Velocity of ball as the 

correlation coefficient values were found higher than the tabulated value. 

at .05 level of significance. 

Data clearly indicates that there exists an insignificant relationship 

between Out-Swing Bowling Performance and Velocity of ball as the 

correlation coefficient values were found less than the tabulated value. at 

.05 level of significance. 

 

 

 

Height of Release 

The statistical analysis data clearly indicates that there exists an 

insignificant relationship between In-Swing bowling performance and 

Height of release 2.03 °0.69 mts. This could be due to the fact that 

anthropometric and physical variables are strongly involved, individual 

pattern of delivering the ball, in-swing bowling. 

The findings of present study supported the findings of the study 

conducted by M. Hebelincka &B.C. Elliot and Dr. Robert G. Watt. 

 

Velocity of Ball 

The statistical analysis data clearly indicates that there exists a 

significant relationship between In-Swing bowling performance and 

Velocity of ball 121.41 °4.5 km./h. This could be due to the fact that the 

correct application of force which was generated through run- up, coiling 

and uncoiling phases, back swing and the trajectory is also play important 

role in In-swing bowling. 

At speeds around 80 mph, the airflow around the ball is in 

transition between smooth, or laminar flow, and turbulent flow. At speeds 

of 90 mph and above, all the flow is turbulent. A medium-pace bowler, 

working at 75 to 80 mph, takes advantage of this. In this critical region, 

the raised seam and other minor imperfections in the ball's surface can 

induce turbulence while air flowing over other parts of the ball remains 

http://www.answers.com/main/ntquery?method=4&dsid=2222&dekey=Laminar+flow&curtab=2222_1
http://www.answers.com/main/ntquery?method=4&dsid=2222&dekey=Turbulence&curtab=2222_1
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laminar. Turbulent air separates from the surface of the ball later than 

laminar flow air, so that the separation point moves to the back of the ball 

on the turbulent side. On the laminar flow side it remains towards the 

front. The result is a net force in the direction of the turbulent side. 

Stockkill and Bartlett (1992) used Pearson’s product-movement 

correlations to investigate the relationship between ball release speed and 

the orientation of the back foot, hips and shoulders along with the degree 

of counter-rotation. No significant relationships were found, suggesting 

that the type of action used was not, in itself, as valid predictor of the 

speed at which the ball will be released. Bartlett et al., (1996) however, 

stated that maximum shoulder counter-rotation generally occurs after the 

hips have initiated rotation towards the batsman and hence the prime 

movers for subsequent rotation, flexion and lateral flexion are placed on a 

stretch. The stored elastic energy resulting from such a pre-stretch is used 

in the subsequent movement towards the batsman if the occurrence of the 

subsequent shoulder rotation occurs as soon as possible. 

The findings of present study supported the findings of the study 

conducted by M. Hebelincka &B.C. Elliot and Dr. Robert G. Watt. 
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Chapter IV 

Summary 
 

 

The purpose of this study was to achieve biomechanics Analysis of 

In swing  bowling in cricket. Twelve male cricket players aged between 

20 to 28 years were selected for the purpose of this study. These subjects 

participated in the Ranji Trophy from U.P Team, Players of Combine 

University Camp and the players of Under 22 national Cricket 

Championship were selected as subjects for this study. 

The performance of in-swing bowling of each selected subject was 

taken as the criterion measure for the purpose of the present study. The 

skills performance of subjects was evaluated by subjective judgment by a 

panel of three judges,  

For the Kinematic analysis In-swing Fast Bowling in cricket High 

speed videography technique was employed. The two Casio Exilim EX-

F1 high speed camera used for this purpose. Performance of subjects was 

recorded in control and favourable conditions. The data were recorded 

from both planes i.e. Sagittal plane and frontal plane. Further In-Swing 

Bowling divided into five phases such as gather phase, back foot impact, 

delivery stride, releasing phase and follow through. The center of gravity 

was calculated at all selected moments, by using segmentation method. 

The descriptive statistics and Pearson’s product moment correlations, 

were calculated between selected kinematic variables with the 

performance of the subjects in In-Swing Bowling performance. The 

biomechanical variables were consisted of selected angular kinematic 

variables i.e. the measurements of angles at various joints of ankle joints 

(Right & Left), knee joints(Right & Left), hip joints (Right & Left), 

Shoulder joints (Right & Left), elbow joints (Right & Left), wrist joints 

(Right & Left), and Trunk inclination. The other biomechanical variables 

were the linear kinematic i.e. the height of centre of gravity at all phases 

of bowling, Height of release and velocity of ball at all phases of In-

swing bowling.  

In the gather phase the results had shown the values of descriptive 

statistics and coefficients of correlation of selected angular kinematics 

variables. The Knee joint (Left), Hip Joint (Left) & Elbow Joint (Left) 

had positively contribute in In-Swing bowling performance. The Hip joint 

(Right), Knee Joint (Left), Hip joint (Left), & Shoulder joint (Left) had 

positive contribution in Out-Swing bowling performance.  Coefficients of 

correlation between C.G and performance in In-Swing bowling 

performance were found insignificant. 
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In the back foot impact phase the results had shown the values of 

descriptive statistics and coefficients of correlation of selected angular 

kinematics variables. The Knee joint (Right), Hip Joint (Right) Shoulder 

joint (Right) & Body Inclination had produced positive impact in In-

Swing bowing performance. The Knee joint (Right), Hip joint (Right), 

Shoulder Joint (Right) & Body Inclination had produced positive impact 

in Out-Swing bowing performance. Coefficients of correlation of C.G 

and performance in In-Swing bowling performance were found 

insignificant. 

In the delivery stride phase the results had shown the values of 

descriptive statistics and coefficients of correlation of selected angular 

kinematics variables. The Hip joint (Right), Shoulder joint (Right), Elbow 

joint(Right), Wrist joint (Right), Ankle joint (Left), Elbow joint (Left), 

Wrist joint (Left) & Body Inclination leads to advantage in In-Swing 

bowing performance. The Knee joint (Right), Hip joint (Right), Shoulder 

joint (Right), Elbow Joint (Left) & Body Inclination leads to advantage in 

Out-Swing bowing performance. Coefficients of correlation of C.G and 

performance in In-Swing bowling performance were found insignificant. 

In releasing phase the results have shown the values of descriptive 

statistics and coefficients of correlation of selected angular kinematics 

variables. The Elbow joint(Right), Wrist joint (Right), Ankle joint (Left), 

Knee joint (Left) Elbow joint (Left) & Wrist joint (Left) impart 

dominance in In-Swing bowling performance. The Shoulder joint (Right), 

Elbow joint (Right), Wrist joint (Right) & Hip joint (Left)  impart 

dominance in Out-Swing bowling performance. Coefficients of 

correlation of C.G and performance in In-Swing bowling performance 

were found insignificant. 

In follow through phase the results had shown the values of 

descriptive statistics and coefficients of correlation of selected angular 

kinematics variables. The Knee Joint (Right) Shoulder joint (Right), 

Elbow joint(Right) Knee joint (Left) Shoulder Joint (Left), Elbow joint 

(Left) & Wrist joint (Left) had positive contribution in In-Swing bowing 

performance. The Hip joint (Right) & Elbow joint (Left) had positive 

contribution in Out-Swing bowing performance. Coefficients of 

correlation of C.G and performance in In-Swing bowling performance 

were found insignificant.  

The results have shown the values of descriptive statistics and 

coefficients of correlation of height of release in In-Swing bowling 

performance were found insignificant.  

The results have shown the values of descriptive statistics and 

coefficients of correlation of Velocity of ball in In-Swing bowling 

performance were found significant. 
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Result and discussion on finding shown that some biomechanical 

variables played significant role in performance of In-Swing  bowling. 

On the other hand, there were many factors which directly and indirectly 

contributes to the performance of In-Swing bowling such as physical 

variables, Anthropometric variables, Atmosphere, Playing surface, 

Individual style, grip of the ball and psychological factors. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Based on the analysis and within the limitations of present study, it 

was concluded that:  

 

1. Knee joint (Left), Hip Joint (Left) & Elbow Joint (Left) have 

positive contribution and have advantage on the performance of in-

swing bowling at gather phase. On the other hand the other selected 

angular kinematics variables, height of CG did not have significant 

relationship with In-Swing bowling at gather phase. 

2. The Knee joint (Right), Hip Joint (Right) Shoulder joint (Right) & 

Body Inclination has positive effect on the performance of In-

Swing bowling at back foot impact phase. On the other hand the 

other selected angular kinematics variables, height of CG did not 

have significant relationship with In-Swing bowling at back foot 

impact phase. 

3. The Hip joint (Right), Shoulder joint (Right), Elbow joint(Right), 

Wrist joint (Right), Ankle joint (Left), Elbow joint (Left), Wrist 

joint (Left) & Body Inclination has positive effect on the 

performance of In-Swing bowling at delivery stride phase. On the 

other hand the other selected angular kinematics variables, height 

of CG did not have significant relationship with In-Swing bowling 

at delivery stride phase. 

4. The Elbow joint(Right), Wrist joint (Right), Ankle joint (Left), 

Knee joint (Left) Elbow joint (Left) & Wrist joint (Left) has 

positive effect on the performance of In-Swing bowling at 

releasing phase. On the other hand the other selected angular 

kinematics variables, height of CG did not have significant 

relationship with In-Swing bowling at releasing phase. 

5. The Knee Joint (Right) Shoulder joint (Right), Elbow joint(Right) 

Knee joint (Left) Shoulder Joint (Left), Elbow joint (Left) & Wrist 

joint (Left) has positive effect on the performance of In-Swing 

bowling at follow through phase. On the other hand the other 

selected angular kinematics variables, height of CG did not have 

significant relationship with In-Swing bowling at follow through 

phase. 
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6. Hip joint (Right), Knee Joint (Left), Hip joint (Left), & Shoulder 

joint (Left) have positive contribution on the performance of Out-

swing bowling at gather phase. On the other hand the other selected 

angular kinematics variables, height of CG did not have significant 

relationship with Out-Swing bowling at gather phase. 

7. The Knee joint (Right), Hip joint (Right), Shoulder Joint (Right) & 

Body Inclination has positive effect on the performance of Out-

Swing bowling at back foot impact phase. On the other hand the 

other selected angular kinematics variables, height of CG did not 

have significant relationship with Out-Swing bowling at back foot 

impact phase. 

8. The Knee joint (Right), Hip joint (Right), Shoulder joint (Right), 

Elbow Joint (Left) & Body Inclination has positive effect on the 

performance of Out-Swing bowling at delivery stride phase. On the 

other hand the other selected angular kinematics variables, height 

of CG did not have significant relationship with Out-Swing 

bowling at delivery stride phase. 

9. The Shoulder joint (Right), Elbow joint (Right), Wrist joint (Right) 

& Hip joint (Left) has positive effect on the performance of Out-

Swing bowling at releasing phase. On the other hand the other 

selected angular kinematics variables, height of CG did not have 

significant relationship with Out-Swing bowling at releasing phase. 

10.  The Hip joint (Right) & Elbow joint (Left) has positive effect on 

the performance of Out -Swing bowling at follow through phase. 

On the other hand the other selected angular kinematics variables, 

height of CG did not have significant relationship with Out-Swing 

bowling at follow through phase. 

11.  The Height of release has no effect on the performance of In-

Swing bowling performance. 

12.  The Height of release has positive effect on the performance of 

Out -Swing bowling performance. 

13.  The Velocity of ball has positive effect on the performance of In-

Swing bowling performance. 
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Chapter V  

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE  

  M. Hebelincka &B.C. Elliot During the summer of 2001, sixty 

fast-medium bowlers playing England age groups U13, U14, U15, U17 

and U19 were filmed and analysed during competitive play. Each bowler 

was filmed from three angles, side-on, front-on and back view. Technical 

and biomechanical analysis were made for each bowler using the 

following phases, Pre Delivery Stride (gather), Mid bound,, Back Foot 

Contact, Mid position Front foot contact, Release and Follow Through.  

Throughout the bowling action the following key biomechanical 

parameters formed the bases of the study: approach speed, angle of run-

up, feet position during the delivery phase, hip-to-shoulder separation 

angle, upper torso & arm position, release height, front knee angle during 

front foot contact, delivery stride length and follow through. As a result 

of this investigation, this study highlights the most commonly found 

biomechanical and technical problems associated with fast-medium 

bowling. The seven most common technical problems are reported below. 

The percentage figure represents the number of bowlers associated with 

that particular technical problem. The technical problems presented in 

this document are, in the opinion of the authors, the priority sequence that 

a coach should use as a template, when working with young fast bowlers: 

All the following descriptions assume a right-handed bowler bowling to a 

right-handed batsman. 

Berglund Dave and Dr Paul Hurrion This is an initial 

biomechanical review of the sport of bowling. The objective of the sport 

is to approach and roll a ball behind a foul line, down a lane, and into a 

set of ten pins attempting to knock as many down as possible. A second 

chance is given if the bowler is unsuccessful knocking down all ten pins 

on the first ball. The game is scored according to how many pins are 

knocked down each frame with frames accumulating a total score. Bonus 

scoring is awarding during those frames in which all the pins are tumbled. 

Knocking down all ten pins on the first ball is constituted as a strike (X). 

Knocking down all ten pins on the second ball is termed a spare (/). Once 

a game is completed, the registered score will range from 0 to 300, 300 

being twelve strikes in succession. 

The biomechanical analysis is an anatomical study of the stance, 

approach, and delivery of a right-handed 5-step bowler. Three phases will 
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be analyzed (preparation, movement, and follow through). The 

preparation phase occurs when the bowler assumes the stance position. 

The movement phase begins with the initiation of the first step of the 

approach and ends with the release (delivery) of the ball. The follow 

through phase begins immediately after the release of the ball. All 

musculoskeletal joints will be analyzed during each phase. 

Kerimov conduct a study In order to produce high ball release 

speeds, fast bowlers in cricket require high run-up speeds, generate large 

ground reaction forces, and produce high joint torques. Extensive 

magnitudes of external loading in combination with kinematic factors 

such as counter-rotation experienced during fast bowling have been 

associated with a high incidence of lower lumbar injury. A full 

mechanical analysis of the technique is lacking such that attempts to 

modify techniques remain on a trial and error basis. The purpose of this 

study was to develop a forward solution model to predict the causal 

factors associated with counter-rotation of fast bowlers. It was shown that 

a reduction of the shoulder-hip torque differential lead to a minimisation 

of counter-rotation. This approach potentially gives the cricket coach a 

scientific means of modifying the technique of high-risk action bowlers to 

reduce their susceptibility to lower lumbar injury. 

Ikram Hussain, Mohd. Arshad, Bari
 
and others carried out widely 

accepted and has been documented that velocity has influence on 

throwing accuracy negatively or positively. However, no published 

researches have been documented, identifying the velocity and accuracy 

throwing skill in cricket. Thus, the study was designed to assess the 

relationship between segmental lengths, accuracy, and velocity of cricket 

ball throwing ability of cricket players. The ex-post-facto design was 

used to form the samples as, 10 junior and10 senior cricket players. The 

age of the junior players were between 14- 18 years, while that of the 

senior players were above 18 years of age. The physical characteristics of 

height (Mean: 169.4-172.4cm)), weight (57.8-61.3), segmental length 

(25.54-38.48). Ten attempt for each throwing techniques (under-arm; 

side-arm and over-head throws) were recorded using Sony DV cameras in 

a field setting with (1/2000 shutter speed and at 30-60fps). The cameras 

were set-up on a rigid tripod and secured to the floor in the location. First 

camera was located to obtain maximum accuracy and second camera 

located to view the throwing performances, at given specified distance in 

the reconstruction of the two dimensional co-ordinate. The location of 

camera were chosen so that the optical axes of camera intersected 

perpendicularly to the designated plane .The accuracy of throwing 

performances were considered in identify the footage for addition and 

were subjected to analysis. Only one successful and one unsuccessful 
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performance were considered from ten attempts. The statistical analysis 

revealed no insignificant differences in the throwing accuracy and 

velocity of the ball and no significant relationship between the upper and 

lower body segments of the junior and senior cricket players. These 

indicate that there is no particular body segment that contributes to 

throwing ability independently. Therefore there is a need for the cricket 

players to improve on their throwing skills through specialized practice 

for different throws, through a well harnessed daily programme. Also, 

coaches need to study each players throwing mechanics in order to 

correct, where necessary, for better throwing performances. 

McIntyre and pfautsch Conducted a study with a purpose to 

examine the mechanics of hitting a baseball to the same and opposite 

fields. Twenty male subjects were assigned to one of two groups 

according to their baseball hitting abilities. Each subject performed as 

many trials as were necessary to successfully hit a pitched ball three times 

to both the same and opposite fields.  

Each trail was filmed from above. No significant interactions 

(p<0.05) were found between subject groups and field hits with selected 

temporal and kinematic parameters entered as dependent variables. 

Significant differences (p<0.05) were found between body landmark and 

segment component displacements and velocities at the instant prior to 

bell contact. The maximum resultant liner and angular speed of the 

examined body and bat landmarks were found to occur prior to ball 

contact. Based on the result of the study it was concluded that no 

interactions exist between hitting ability and hitting technique when 

hitting to defined field areas and that differences in the mechanics of 

hitting to defined areas are due in part to : (1) differences in the angular 

displacements of the left wrist and left elbow joints and (2) differences in 

the temporal characteristics of the swings. 

Parchman conducted a cinematographically and mechanical 

analysis of the golf swing of female golfers. The purpose of this study 

was to analyze the movement and timing of selected body segments 

during the execution of the golf drive by female golfers. 

  Cinematography was the method used to analyze the mechanics of 

the action of body segments during the golf swing. 

       The filming for the study occurred on November 15
th
, 1969, at 

Centenary Collage Gymnasium, Shrevepotr, Louisiana. Four women 

golfers of amateur status, who were former state and regional champions, 

served as subjects for the study.  
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 The subjects were filmed from the side. Front and overhead, by 

three sixteen millimeter movie cameras set at sixty-four frames per 

second. 

         The movement and timing of the body segments were analyzed 

while the film was projected by a microfilm reader. Tracings ware drawn 

from selected frames of pertinent views of the body during the swing. 

           A descriptive analysis of the movement that occurred in all three 

views and liner velocity contributions of the body segments to the 

clubhead were computed.  The percentage contribution of the linear 

velocity of each body segment was determined. 

Leslie conducted a cinematographical study of the relationship 

between speed of movement and available force. 

 The purpose of this study was to determine and compare the effects 

of horizontal velocity and jumping technique (one or two foot take-off) 

on the development and application of vertical force. More specifically, it 

was the purpose of this study to: (1) determine the relationship between 

horizontal velocity and vertical force for jumps off one foot and off two 

feet, (2) determine the relationship between horizontal velocity and 

vertical displacement for jumps off one foot and off two feet, and (3) 

determine an optimum horizontal velocity for attainment of maximum 

vertical displacement. 

 A total of 144 observations were  recorded by use of a Locam high 

speed camera operating at 98 frames per second as the subjects (three 

volleyball and three basketball) performed the jumping trials for 

maximum vertical displacement using the selected horizontal velocities. 

 Film analysis was expedited by utilization of Vanguard Motion 

Analyzer. Kinematic and kinetic data , including horizontal and vertical 

force were collected for each subject’s jumping performance. 

 Descriptive research techniques which utilized tabular and graphic 

presentation of the results were utilized in this study. A general linear 

models procedure was employed to test the effects of horizontal velocity 

and horizontal velocity squared on vertical force. R-squares were 

determined in accounting for the variations in the dependent variable 

attributed to the independent variables. Analysis of variances were also 

employed in the data analysis. 

 The relationship between horizontal and vertical force was 

determined to be curvilinear for both jumping techniques. Significant  

relationships were found between horizontal velocity and horizontal 

velocity squared and vertical force for the volleyball subjects and 
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between horizontal velocity and vertical force for the basketball subjects 

as analysed in the GLM. 

 The run and jump trials resulted in higher vertical values for each 

subject when compared to their vertical jump (zero horizontal velocity) 

trial. The higher values attained with an approach appears to result from 

the ability to transfer horizontal velocity was found to be 227 percent 

higher than their vertical force at zero horizontal velocity. The vertical 

force values for the basketball subjects at 60 to 69 percent of maximum 

horizontal velocity was found to be 49 percent higher than their vertical 

force values at zero horizontal velocity. 

 The optimum horizontal velocity (speed of movement) when 

jumping for maximum vertical displacement was at 50 to 59 percent of 

maximum horizontal velocity for the volleyball subjects. The optimum 

horizontal velocity for the basketball subjects was found to be at 60 to 69 

percent of their maximum horizontal velocity. 

 Within the limitations of this study. The following conclusion seem 

pertinent: (1) Athletes attain higher vertical components of velocity force 

and displacement when the jump is preceded by an approach. (2) A 

curvilinear relationship exists between horizontal velocity and the vertical 

components of velocity, force and displacement. (3) Vertical  velocity, 

vertical displacement and vertical force for a two-foot take off tends to 

increase up to fifty-sixty percent of maximum horizontal velocity and 

then decreases. (4) Vertical velocity, vertical displacement and vertical 

force for a one-foot takeoff tends to increase up to sixty-seventy percent 

of maximum horizontal velocity and then decreases. (5) in general, there 

appears to be a transfer of horizontal velocity into the vertical 

components of velocity and force in jumping for maximum vertical 

displacement. 

 Petray  conducted a study with a purpose to determine the effects 

of biomechanical instructions and running training on the running 

economy of fifth grade children. 

 Fifty untrained fifth-grade boys, all having the same physical 

education teacher, were randomly selected from a pool of volunteers who 

were members of five intact classes. Forty of the fifty boys completed 

both pre and post treatment testing. 

 The investigation utilized an experimental 5 (between) x 2 (within) 

factorial design. The subjects were measured physiologically and 

biomechanically  prior to (Trial 1) and following (Trial 2) an 11-week 

treatment period. The major dependent variable was running economy 

(VO
2
 in ml.kg

-1
min

-1
).  Secondary dependent variables were vertical 

displacement, stride length, and stride rate. 
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 The statistical analysis used was two factor ANOVA. The critical 

level (alpha error) for significances testing was set at p = .05. 

 No significant differences were found among the five treatment 

groups in running economy, stride length, or stride rate, prior to, 

following, or as a result of the treatments. The Running and Bio-run 

groups differed significantly in vertical displacement at the pre-treatment 

testing (p,.05). these two groups also differed significantly in the changes 

in vertical displacement which occurred following the training (p,.o5). No 

additional statistically significant differences were uncovered.  

 It was concluded that instruction (on biomechanical principles) and 

training of the content and durations included in the treatments, do not 

effect running economy in boys of this age predominantly to the legs, At 

horse departure Vx was 3.25 m/s, Vy was 2.51 m/s and Hg was 46.60 

kgm2/s. while in  contact with the horse Hg declined by 26.50 kg.m2/s 

and Eb declined by 132 J. the mechanical energy analysis indicated that 

the trunk and legs segments accounted for over 80 of total body energy 

during the tuck portion of the after flight. 

 The result indicated that gymnasts should attempt to maximize the 

development of angular momentum and mechanical energy during board 

contact and minimize decrements thereafter. 

 Stephen conducted a cinematographic and comparative analysis of 

national class gymnasts performing selected skills on the horizontal bar. 

The main purpose of this investigation was  to analyze and 

compare four mechanically different giant swing skills, each of which 

was performed on the horizontal bar to mathematically describe the 

activity of each subjects center of gravity relative to its radius of rotation, 

centripetal force,  angular velocity, and angular acceleration in order to 

extract those qualities indicative of highly skilled execution. 

The four mechanically different giant swing skills that provided the 

test data were the; (1) Undergrip Giant Swing; (2) In located Undergrip 

Giant Swing; (3) Overgrip Giant Swing; and the (4) Inlocated Overgrip 

Giant Swing. The cinematographic method was employed to obtain the 

necessary data for the analysis and comparisons. 

The center of gravity, shoulder, hip and ankle trajectory paths for 

each subject in each of the four selected giant swing skills were plotted 

on separate polar-coordinate graphs. Upon constructed so that specific 

points of reference common to each subject were compared in terms of 

their trajectory paths. 

The cinematographic analysis consisted of descriptive explanations 

based upon the composite graphs. Sequence-overlay presentations of 
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those positions pertinent to an understanding of each skill was provided 

in order to allow both for visual observation of the relevant changes in the 

shoulder and hip angles and for further clarification of the verbal 

description of the analysis. 

By superimposing the center of gravity paths of each skill were 

compared in terms of general trajectory pattern. The trajectory paths for 

the shoulder, hip, and ankle reference points were also superimposed 

upon their respective composite graphs. These graphs were utilized to 

further compare and explain the cumulative effect of segmental body 

variations upon their respective centers of gravity. 

An additional procedure utilized in the comparative analysis 

consisted of the construction of tables depicting the following pertinent 

computations; (1) the degrees of circular rotation realized by the center of 

gravity every ten frames; (2) the distance of the center of gravity to the 

horizontal bar every tenth frame; (3) the distance traveled by the center of 

gravity every tenth frame; (4) the angular velocity of the center of gravity 

every tenth frame; (5) the incremental angular acceleration of the center 

of gravity every tenth frame. These computations served not only to 

fulfill the sub-purposes of the study . 

 but also to reveal, in mathematical terms, the total activity for each 

subject’s reveal, in mathematical terms. The total activity for each 

subject’s center of gravity throughout each of the four giant swing skills. 

Based upon the findings, the limitations and the basic assumptions 

of the study, these conclusions were derived: 

1. Highly skilled performers utilized similar, and often 

times identical, motor movement patterns in the 

execution of the four selected giant swing skills. 

2. The shortening of the radius of rotation in order to 

increase the angular velocity in performing the selected 

giant swing skills was accomplished, in every  instance, 

by changes In two basic angles: (1) the shoulder 

articulation; and (2) the hip articulation. 

3. Since the timing factor relative to when the actual 

shortening of the radius of rotation occurred was not 

consistent among subjects in any of the selected giant 

swing skills, a specific point within the respective 

circular swings could not be determined. 

4. Since the amount the radius of rotation was shortened in 

order to successfully complete the given skil was not 

consistent among Subjects, a specific, ideal amount 
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within the respective circular swings Could not be 

determined. 

Keith  conducted a study on the validity and reliability of kinematic data 

from two dimensional cinematography. 

 The main problem of the study was to compare the validity of 

kinematic data from high-speed super 8 motion picture film with like data 

from 16 mm film. A sub-problem was to test the reliability of similar 

kinematic data between two independent 16mm films. 

 The effects of film emulsion, frame rate and film format on 

displacement values were determined in two  experiments. In the first, the 

angular displacement of a rotating device was measured at regular 

intervals and in the second, the horizontal displacement of the total body 

center of gravity of human subject was determined during the leg 

recovery phase of one complete running cycle of the right leg . 

 Each experiment was simultaneously filmed by three cameras, two 

16mm and one Super 8, under nine filming conditions produced by the 

combination of three film emulsions, Kodak Tri-X, 4-X, and Ektachrome 

EF, and three camera speeds, 50,100 and 200 fps.  

The mean displacement from three observations per filming 

condition served as data for analysis in each experiment . the data were 

statistically analyzed by two planned comparisons among camera means 

and a three factor analysis of variance with repeated measures on one 

factor (cameras). The running data were analyzed twice, once  with Super 

8 data from an image that was relative size to 16mm and again with Super 

8 data from an image the same size as 16mm  

(1) no significant differences were found in the mean angular 

displacement of the rotating device between the 16mm cameras of 

between the Super 8 and the mean of the 16mm cameras. (2) for relative 

size data, the mean horizontal displacement of the total body center of 

gravity did not differ significantly between the 16 mm cameras.  But the 

mean of the Super 8 camera was significantly different from both the 

individual and the combined means of the 16 mm cameras. (3) With like 

size data, no significant differences were founding the mean horizontal 

displacement of the 16 mm cameras. (4) Film emulsion and frame rate 

were found to have inconsistent effects on measured displacement values 

and on the performance of individual cameras. 

 (1) The Super 8 camera is a viable alternative to the 16 mm. 

camera  to record data for movement analysis or biomechanics research, 

provided the Super 8 image is magnified to a size similar to the 16 mm to 
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enhance validity. (2) reliable kinematic data of  the same event can be 

obtained from the films of independent 16 mm cameras.  

(1)Two Supper 8 cameras should be include in a similar study to 

verify the reliability of the supper 8 format .(2) Future research should be 

conducted with other human movement, such as the ballistic actions of 

throwing , striking or Kicking. (3) since the effects of film emulsion and 

frame rate were inclusive ,future studies should be conducted to examine 

these factors in more detail  

Harvey conducted a comparative study of one and two - camera 

procedures for the biomechanical  analysis of human performance. 

  Three cameras and a force platform measuring system were used 

two collect data . The true data from the oblique view were compared to 

compared to those generated from the anterior and lateral views as 

provided  by several computer  programs .The comparisons of the 

computed forces following one and two –camera procedures with each 

other and with the force platform generated forces based on graphical  

representations were to be used two answer selected questions relating to 

an acceptable methodology of procedures  and software for the 

biomechanical analysis of human performance the suggested procedures . 

the digitizing process. the disposition of the data and all computer 

programs appeared to indicate that an acceptable methodology  was 

followed however notable preliminary findings relating to derivatives 

from the polynomial curve fitting component of  one of the programs 

rendered it inappropriate to use force platform  generated forces for 

further analysis subsequent comparison and final  resolution of the one 

and two camera procedure. The use of digital  filtering curve fitting 

technique and a bivariate spectral analysis program   

 would have allowed selected kinematic and kinetic variables to be 

studied . 

 chou analysed  the joint location error in two dimensional 

cinematography. Twenty individuals with previous experience in 

digitizing the segmental endpoints  of the human body from film records 

were used as subjects(plotters) in the study .To control the digitizing   

image ,two 35mm positive slides were used; one with marked segmental 

endpoints . the order one with unmarked segmental endpoints .  

the slides were projected to created images that were 5% 15%and 

30% (small ,medium, large) relative to the real height of the individual in 

the slide .Eight joints were specified for the analysis; right and left Knee. 

Hip. Elbow.  and shoulder joints. The joints were arranged into two 

paired conditions: the bent versus straight joint condition; the visible 

versus hidden joint condition. Data were collected for the variation of the 
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X coordinates, variation of the Y coordinates and for accuracy, which 

was the deviation (D) from the actual segmental endpoint  

                             (D =  √ (x-x0)
2  

+  (y-y0)
2        

)
  

Statistical analyses were made using SAS version 6.07. The within 

and between plotter variations and accuracy were analyzed for the image 

size by joint condition interaction and paired joint condition effects were 

analyzed. 

 In studying the within plotter variations, the plotters seemed to be 

more consistent for the medium and large image sizes than they were for 

the small image size. In studying the between plotter variation. The image 

size appeared to affect the plotter’s identification of the actual location of 

the segmental endpoints for the small-large image pairs and the small-

medium image pairs. The plotters, however, were not affected by the 

medium-large image pairs. 

 In studying the digitizing accuracy, D, the plotters appeared to be 

more accurate for the medium and large image size than they were for the 

small image size. Significant image size by joint condition interactions 

were found for the X and Y coordinates and for the D values in the 

analysis of the paired joint conditions. The plotters seemed less affected 

by the joint condition for the medium and large image sizes than they 

were for the small size and less affected by the visible hidden joint 

conditions pairs than they were by the bent-straight joint condition pairs. 

 As a result of the findings of this study, film images used for 

cinematographical  analysis be at least 15% of the actual height of the 

subject and special care should be given to digitizing specific joints. 

  

Hore J, Watts S, Tweed D, Miller B 1.overarm throws made with 

the nondominant arm are usually less accurate than those made with the 

dominant arm. The objective was to determine the errors in the joint 

rotations associated with this inaccuracy, and thereby to gain insight into 

the neural mechanisms that contribute to skill in overarm throwing.  

2. Overarm throws from both left and right arms were recorded on 

different occasions as six right-handed subjects sat with a fixed trunk and 

threw 150 tennis balls at about the same speed at a 6-cm square on a 

target grid 3 m away. Joint rotations at the shoulder, elbow, wrist, and 

finger, and arm translations, were computed from recordings of arm 

segment orientations made with the magnetic-field search-coil technique. 

3. All subjects threw less accurately in this task with the left 

(nondominant) arm. For throws made with the left arm, the height of ball 

impact on the target grid was related to hand trajectory length and to hand 
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orientation in space at ball release, but not to hand trajectory height. 4. 

Two hypotheses were proposed to explain the decreased ball accuracy in 

the high-low direction during throwing with the nondominant arm: that it 

was caused by increased variability in the velocity or timing of onset of 

rotations at proximal joints (which determine the path of the hand through 

space) or increased variability in the velocity or timing of onset of finger 

extension (which determine the moment of ball release). 5. A prediction 

of the first hypothesis was that proximal joint rotations should be more 

variable in throws with the left arm. This was the case for the majority of 

proximal joint rotations in the six subjects when variability was examined 

in joint space. However, some proximal joint rotations were more 

variable in the right arm. 6. The first hypothesis was directly tested by 

determining whether hand angular position in space (which represents the 

sum of all proximal joint rotations) was related to ball impact height on 

the target grid at a fixed translational position in the throw. No relation 

was found between these variables for throws with the left arm in four 

subjects, whereas a weak relation was found for two subjects. It was 

concluded that, considering all subjects, the first hypothesis could not 

explain the results. 7. In contrast, in agreement with the second 

hypothesis, a strong relation (P < 0.001) was found in all subjects 

between ball impact height on the target grid and time of ball release for 

throws with the left arm, and with time of onset of finger extension. 8. 

Across all six subjects the timing precision (windows) for 95% of the 

throws was (for ball release) right arm, 9.3 ms; left arm, 22.5 ms; (for 

onset of finger extension) right arm, 13.7 ms; left arm, 26.7 ms. 9. Timing 

of onset of finger extension was no less accurate than timing of onset of 

other joint rotations for both left and right arms. However, simulations of 

throws showed that, for the same error in timing, finger extension had 

twice as large an effect on ball direction as any other joint rotation. 

Timing errors at the fingers have a greater effect than errors at other 

joints because finger errors are scaled by the higher angular velocity of 

the hand in space rather than by the smaller angular velocities of the 

individual joints. 10. It is concluded that although rotations were in 

general more variable at both proximal and distal joints of the 

nondominant (left) arm, the major cause of its decreased throwing 

accuracy was increased variability at the distal joints, i.e., in the timing of 

onset of finger extension. This may be due to a lack of precision in the 

commands from the right hemisphere to the left fingers in right-handed 

throwers 

   Van den tillaar R, Ettema  G The aim of this study was to 

investigate the   contribution of upper extremity, trunk, and lower 

extremity movements in overarm throwing in team handball. In total, 11 
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joint movements during the throw were analyzed. The analysis consists of 

maximal angles, angles at ball release, and maximal angular velocities of 

the joint movements and their timing during the throw. Only the elbow 

angle (extension movement range) and the level of internal rotation 

velocity of the shoulder at ball release showed a significant relationship 

with the throwing performance. Also, a significant correlation was found 

for the timing of the maximal pelvis angle with ball velocity, indicating 

that better throwers started to rotate their pelvis forward earlier during the 

throw. No other significant correlations were found, indicating that the 

role of the trunk and lower limb are of minor importance for team 

handball players. 

 Dr. Robert G. Watts The two parameters that a bowler can control 

to some extent are the ball seam angle and the spin rate.  

The optimum seam angle for U = 30 m/s is about 20 degrees. At lower 

speeds (especially for U < 15 m/s) a bowler should select a larger seam 

angle than 30 degrees, so that by the time the flow accelerates around the 

seam, the critical speed has been reached. It is better not to trip the 

boundary layer too early(low angle), since the turbulent boundary layer 

grows at a faster rate and will therefore separate relatively 

early(compared with a later tripping). At the same time, the seam angle 

should not be so large that the boundary layer separates before reaching 

the seam, since this would result in symmetrical separation on the ball 

and hence zero size force. In a case like this, if transition occurs in the 

boundary layer upstream of the seam, then the effect of the seam will be 

to act as a boundary-layer "fence" that thickens the boundary layer even 

further. This asymmetry would lead to a negative side force for post 

critical Reynolds numbers. This effect can be produced even at low seam 

angles by inducing early transition of the laminar boundary layer through 

an increase of the free-stream turbulence. (Note: Could this be an 

explanation for the reverse swing achieved by Wasim Akhram and 

Waquar Younis? It seems unlikely that they get up in the Reynolds 

number range required for that)  

Spin on the ball helps stabilize the ball's seam orientation. Too 

much spin is detrimental since the effective roughness on the ball's 

surface is increased. This is more relevant at higher speeds (U > 25m/s). 

Barton's results indicate that the optimal spin rate is 5 rev/s, whereas 

Bentley et al.'s results indicate a much higher rate of 11 rev/s. These 

anomalies are considered to be due to differences in experimental setups. 

In practice, a bowler can impart upto 14 rev/s though it is not very easy to 

control.   

 

 

http://www.tulane.edu/~meche/watts.html
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